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     Abstract 
Previous studies have demonstrated that satisfaction and revision rates following total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA) are lower than those of comparable surgeries such as total hip 
replacements. A leading cause for these revisions is joint instability which may be due to 
improper ligament balancing or poorly aligned surgical implants. One of the methods used to 
investigate biomechanical forces and kinematics is computational modelling of the post-
operative TKA knee. 
A unique knee model was used to investigate the biomechanical and kinematic effects of 
ligament model complexity, as well as the effects of simulating ligament wrapping versus 
ignoring ligament wrapping. We then used these ligament models to investigate the 
biomechanical effects of femoral implant malalignment. Our results show no discernable 
differences in kinematics due to ligament complexity or ligament wrapping except during 
specific loading scenarios. We also observed that an externally rotated femoral implant 
results in a more varus knee with lower medial collateral ligament tension compared to the 














Summary for Lay Audience 
Total knee replacement (TKR) surgery is a fairly common surgery in Canada, being 
performed over 70 000 times each year. TKR surgery is used as an end-stage treatment 
option for knee osteoarthritis which causes extreme joint pain and makes normal functional 
tasks such as walking and stair climbing a difficult ordeal for patients. Though it is typically 
successful at providing the patient with a pain-free knee, TKR satisfaction and revision rates 
remain lower than those of comparable surgeries such as total hip replacement surgery. 
One of the leading causes for revision is joint instability following the initial TKR surgery. 
Instability may be caused by improperly balanced ligaments which leads to an imbalanced 
force distribution across the knee joint. Another cause of instability is poorly aligned 
implants. The femoral and tibial implants must be properly aligned to both each other, and 
their respective bones. A better understanding of both the biomechanical and the kinematic 
effects of malalignment could be key to improving patient outcomes. 
We used a simulation software package for a novel application: constructing a virtual knee 
model that could conduct independent biomechanical analysis on knee motion without a 
physical joint motion simulator. This model was used to investigate the effects of femoral 
component malalignment on kinematics and ligament tensions during a variety of motions. 
We also looked at the effects of ligament model complexity and ligament model wrapping on 
the kinematics and ligament tensions of our TKR knee model. 
Ligament model complexity had no discernible effect on kinematics of the TKR knee, 
however simulating ligament wrapping ensured that no unnatural motions occurred. This 
indicates that using simple ligament models may be a viable option during the computational 
modelling of the TKR knee. Analysis of femoral component malrotation demonstrated that a 
poorly aligned component can lead to a poorly aligned knee and results is different ligament 
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Chapter 1  
1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a surgical procedure used as an end stage treatment for 
knee osteoarthritis. In Canada, over 10% of people age 15 and up suffer from 
osteoarthritis and over 58% of these patients suffer in their knee [1]. With so many 
patients across the country TKA surgeries are performed over 70 000 times annually [2]. 
Unfortunately, as few as 58% of patients are satisfied with the functional outcomes of the 
surgery indicating aspects of TKA can be improved. Furthermore, satisfaction rates 
following TKA (84%) remain lower than those for total hip replacements (96%) and 
revision rates remain relatively high [3], [4]. One of the three leading causes of revision 
surgery is joint instability. Instability following surgery may arise due to improper 
intraoperative ligament balancing or malalignment of TKA components with respect to 
bony anatomy [2]. This joint instability is responsible for an uneven distribution of force 
which can cause further discomfort for the patient. 
There is a need to improve TKA outcomes, and a better understanding of the ligament 
loads crossing the post-operative knee joint may be key to improving knee stability 
following TKA. There have been a number of case series studies investigating the effect 
femoral implant malalignment has on the TKA knee, with some being able to link 
malalignment to a high risk of revision surgery and many others determined that 
malalignment posed a low risk for revision.  
This thesis aims to conduct biomechanical analysis of a TKA knee with a femoral 
implant malalignment using a virtual knee model. Biomechanical analysis will include 
descriptions of kinematics and ligament tensions throughout various motions tested by 
surgeons following TKA surgery. Many virtual knee models exist in the literature, almost 
all of them take a different approach to the design of their virtual ligament model. 
Therefore, our study also investigates the difference in resulting biomechanics as they are 
affected by different ligament models. These include comparisons between ligaments that 
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wrap around bony geometry, and ligaments that ignore bony anatomy and travel directly 
from tibia to femur. We will also examine the effect ligament model complexity has on 
TKA knee kinematics. The effects of femoral component malalignment, ligament 
wrapping, and ligament model complexity will be investigated during simulated neutral 
flexion, as well as posterior, varus/valgus, and internal/external laxity tests. 
1.2 Objective 
This study aims to use a new platform for biomechanical testing of the knee joint in a 
fully virtual environment. It uses a virtual TKA knee model with virtual ligaments in 
order to investigate the effects of different virtual ligament complexities and femoral 
component malalignment. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to: 
1. Develop a functional virtual TKA model using the software VIVO Sim and 
validate it against a comparable experimental cadaver study. 
2. Investigate the effect of ligament model complexity as a function of the number 
of bundles used to model each individual ligament on the resulting TKA 
biomechanics. 
3. Measure the effect that using a wrapped virtual ligament model has on resulting 
TKA biomechanics versus uses simple point-to-point springs. 
4. Investigate the effect of an internally and externally rotated femoral component 
on the post-TKA kinematics, contact forces, and ligament tensions during neutral 
flexion and various laxity tests. 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses the anatomy of the intact human knee joint including the anatomy 
and physiology of several ligaments of interest including the superficial medial collateral 
ligament (sMCL), the lateral collateral ligament (LCL), and the posterior cruciate 
ligament (PCL). This is followed by a description of TKA surgery, components used, and 
alignment types. A review of previous computational models used to study TKA 
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biomechanics has also been added. Chapter 2 also contains a review of the literature 
available on the effects of component malalignment during TKA surgery. 
Chapter 3 describes how we developed a computational model using the software VIVO 
Sim. After developing this model, we validated it by comparing resulting kinematics and 
ligament tensions for a number of motions to a similar study that was carried out 
experimentally using a physical joint motion simulator. We then compare the results and 
discuss the validity of VIVO Sim and the virtual knee model. 
Chapter 4, comprised of the first manuscript from this study, studies how variance in 
computational modelling of the knee ligament complexity affect resulting kinematics, 
ligament tensions, and contact forces following TKA. This chapter also investigates the 
effect modelling ligament wrapping has on TKA kinematics and ligament tensions during 
a variety of motions. This chapter begins with an exploration into the computational TKA 
knee models available in the literature as well as the inconsistency in how virtual 
ligaments are represented. A brief overview of methods used, including the experimental 
setup is then described along with the results and a discussion. 
Chapter 5, comprised of the second manuscript from this study, investigates the effect of 
femoral component malalignment on the kinematics, ligament tensions, and contact 
forces experienced by the TKA knee during a variety of motions. This chapter starts with 
discussing TKA surgical malalignments and the lack of in vitro studies investigating the 
kinematics following TKA. This chapter continues with an outline of the experimental 
setup used in the first part of the study including the development of the virtual model. It 
then goes into a description of the results, and a discussion.  
A summary discussion including conclusions is presented at the beginning of Chapter 6. 
Limitations and strengths are then presented. Finally, this thesis discusses the 
significance of its findings including potential clinical and pre-clinical relevance. 
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Chapter 2  
2 Background 
This chapter begins with a brief review of knee anatomy to familiarize the reader with the 
anatomical and physiological concepts that are discussed in later chapters of this text. The 
chapter then moves to discuss the procedure of TKA including implants used, and 
possible alignment types. It also includes a review of computational models of both the 
intact knee, and the TKA, knee available in the literature. This chapter then discusses 
previously published computational ligament modelling techniques. In the last part of this 
chapter, results gleaned from investigations surrounding the effect of TKA implant 
malalignment on TKA patients are examined. 
2.1 Knee Joint Anatomy 
Before introducing the anatomy of the knee, it would be prudent to review common 
anatomical planes, axes, and terminologies that are integral to understanding both TKA 
surgical procedure and knee motions. The human body can be described by three planes 
(transverse, coronal, sagittal) shown in Figure 2-1. Directions can then be described with 
respect to these planes. Anterior-Posterior (AP): anterior being towards the front of the 
body and posterior being towards the back of the body, these directions are perpendicular 
to the coronal plane. Medial-Lateral (ML): medial being the direction heading towards 
the mid-sagittal plane and lateral heading away from the mid-sagittal plane, these 
directions are perpendicular to the sagittal plane. Inferior-Superior (IS): inferior being in 
the direction towards the bottom of the body and superior being in the direction towards 
the top of the body, both are perpendicular to the transverse plane. Proximal-Distal: with 
proximal being closer to the torso and distal being further away from the torso. AP, ML, 
IS are also used to describe the three translational degrees of freedom (DoF) a human 




Figure 2-1: Common planes used to describe anatomical motion in the human body. 
(image courtesy of LibreTexts powered by MindTouch® through the following creative 
commons license: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)   
Human joints (i.e., the knee) may have up to six degrees of freedom: three are 
translational (above), and three are rotational.  The three rotational degrees of freedom 
are described as follows for the knee. Flexion-Extension (FE): bending within the sagittal 
plane, where the angle between the proximal and distal ends of the knee decreases in 
flexion and increases in extension. Abduction/Adduction (AA): abduction being a 
movement in the coronal plane that moves the joint away from the mid-line of the body 
and adduction being a movement that moves the knee joint towards the midline of the 
body. When discussing the knee, the terms varus and valgus (VV) refer to the alignment 
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of the joint. With varus referring to the adduction of the tibia with respect to the femur, 
and valgus referring to the abduction of the tibia with respect to the femur. Internal-
External rotation (IE): internal rotation describes the inward rotation of the tibia with 
respect to the femur, and external rotation being an outward rotation of the tibia.  
The tibia (shinbone) and femur (thighbone) are two of the major bones that make up the 
knee joint as seen in Figure 2-2. The other two bones visible in Figure 2-2 are the patella 
and the fibula. Figure 2-3 shows the motions described above as they pertain to the 
human knee.  
 
Figure 2-2: Bony anatomy of the knee joint including the femur, tibia, fibula, and 





Figure 2-3: Anatomical rotations of the knee. Flexion-extension, and varus valgus 
rotations are interpreted with respect to the femur. Internal-external rotation are 
determined with respect to the tibia. 
The femur, tibia, fibula, and patella comprise the knee as well as two distinct joints: the 
patellofemoral joint and the tibiofemoral joint. The content enclosed in this thesis will 
focus exclusively on the tibiofemoral joint and how it is affected following TKA. In the 
healthy knee, the femur and tibia are separated by a layer of cartilage on each bone, as 
well as two separate fibrous menisci on the tibia – the lateral meniscus and the medial 
meniscus. The menisci distribute load about the tibia and can also act as shock absorbers 
within the tibiofemoral joint [5].  Though the menisci help with load and some shock 
absorption, overall knee stability is possible thanks to a strong capsule as well as soft 
tissue structures such as ligaments and muscles. The studies in later chapters of this thesis 
focus exclusively on the ligaments in the knee so a review of these structures will be 
necessary.  
Ligaments are critical to knee stability as it is a major joint with no degrees of freedom 
restricted by bone. Ligaments restrict AP translation, and along with the knees geometry 
they restrict VV and IE rotation. Our models, shown in Figure 2-4, include the posterior 
cruciate ligament (PCL), the superficial medial collateral ligament (sMCL), and the 
lateral collateral ligament (LCL). The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and deep MCL 
were not included in our model as they are routinely released during TKA [6], [7]. The 
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ACL is responsible for resisting the anterior translation of the tibia with respect to the 
femur which is explained by its attachments located anteriorly on the tibia and posteriorly 
on the femur [8]. The PCL is primarily responsible for preventing the posterior 
translation of the tibia with respect to the femur. It has an attachment site in a large 
footprint at the posterior edge of the tibia – hence its name [9], [10]. Its attachment 
footprint on the femur stretches along the inferior-medial inner surface of the femoral 
notch [9], [10]. The PCL can be classified into two distinct yet inseparable bundles: the 
anterolateral posterior cruciate ligaments (alPCL) and the posteromedial posterior 
cruciate ligament (pmPCL). The PCL is split categorically into these two bundles due to 
their unique behaviour as the knee flexes. The alPCL is slack in full extension and 
becomes more taught as the knee flexes; however, the pmPCL is slack in deep flexion 
and becomes taught in extension [6], [11], [12]. The two collateral ligaments synergize to 
prevent ML translation as well as VV and IE rotations. The sMCL is one of three 
ligament bundles that make up the medial complex of the knee – along with the deep 
MCL and the posterior oblique ligament (POL) – and the most important following TKA 
due to its high force contributions [7], [13], [14]. The sMCL is the largest medial side 
ligament and has a single femoral insertion around the medial epicondyle of the femur. 
Its tibial insertion is quite large and situated further distal along the tibia than most other 
knee ligament insertions [15]. The sMCL is most taught in extension and its length 
reduces significantly every 15° of flexion until 90° leading to reduced force as the knee is 
flexed [16], [17]. The posterior portion of the sMCL experiences the most significant 
length change as the knee is flexed. The LCL attaches on the femur near the lateral 
epicondyle, its distal insertion is on the fibular head rather than attaching to the tibia [11]. 
Similar to the sMCL, the LCL is most taught during extension and becomes more lax as 




Figure 2-4: Important ligaments in the knee including the sMCL, LCL, ACL, and 
PCL. 
2.2 Total Knee Arthroplasty and Modelling 
TKA is a highly invasive surgery that is typically performed as an end stage treatment for 
knee osteoarthritis, though on rare occasions it is used to treat severe knee trauma [18]–
[21]. Osteoarthritis (OA) is the fourth leading non-fatal cause of disability 
worldwide [22]. The most common form of OA is knee osteoarthritis which affects over 
250 million people across the world [23]. In Canada, this high disease prevalence results 
in over 70 000 TKA surgeries being performed each year [24]. 
TKA surgery involves a series of cuts made on both the femur and tibia so that the 
prosthetic components can be attached as seamlessly as possible. The size of the knee 
varies from person to person and needs to be kept constant despite the addition of three 
separate prosthetic components, i.e., the correct amount of bone needs to be resected to 
ensure that prosthetics don’t add length to the normal healthy knee. Typically, there are 
8 mm to 10 mm cut off the distal end of the femur in accordance with typical femoral 
component thicknesses [25]. A resection guide is used to make the distal femoral 
resection. This resection aligns most closely to the transverse (axial) plane. Following 
this, four resections are made to match the distal femur’s shape to that of the femoral 
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component. The four resections are as follows: anterior cortex, posterior condyles, 
posterior chamfer, anterior chamfer [25]. They can be made in any order. The 
measurements taken and the cuts made vary depending on the surgeons’ TKA alignment 
method. TKA alignments such as mechanical and kinematic alignment will be discussed 
in more depth during section 2.4 of this thesis. Careful cuts and ligament release can 
properly balance the joint which will have superior outcomes compared to an unbalanced 
knee [26]. Two common methods of ensuring a balanced joint in TKA include gap 
balancing and measured resection. The gap balancing technique uses ligament release 
prior to bone resection which can result in improved stability during flexion [27]. This 
technique relies heavily on the integrity of the sMCL and the LCL following surgery. In 
comparison, the measured resection technique requires bone cuts to be made 
independently of soft tissue tension while using bony landmarks such as the 
transepicondylar axis to set femoral component rotation. Due to variation in bony 
anatomy among patients, substantial error in component rotation can occur when using a 
measured resection technique [27]. 
The only resection of the tibia aligns most closely to the axial plane, not unlike the first 
cut of the femur described above. This tibial cut uses another sizing tool to align the 
resecting plane of interest [28]. Like the first femoral resection, the tibial resection is 
most closely aligned to the transverse plane and dependent on the desired alignment. An 
Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) insert is a plastic tray that snaps 
into the top of the tibial component and allows for the smooth flexion of the femoral 
component upon it which is essential for normal flexion and extension. 
TKA research over the past 20 years has included serial case studies based on patient 
reported outcomes and gait analysis, but that has lacked quantitative data necessary for 
biomechanical analysis [29], [30]. In vivo studies can be done to study gait kinematics 
and with recent advances instrumented implants can be used to measure joint contact 
forces as well [31]. In fact, recent technological advances have created instrumented 
implants that allow joint contact forces to be recorded post-surgery and communicated to 
a separate device without the need to retrieve the device from the patient [32]. Despite 
having the most reliable, biologically accurate data, in vivo studies are costly, time-
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consuming, and must be limited to what the patient can withstand. That is to say that 
parametric analysis is often not possible, nor is acquiring data that would require invasive 
procedures (e.g., ligament force data). The drawbacks of in vivo studies can be addressed 
through other study designs that allow parametric analysis and can easily measure joint 
contact forces including ligament forces. One way to investigate applied forces is through 
ex vivo cadaver studies aided by joint motion simulators. One machine of interest to this 
thesis is the AMTI VIVO 6 DoF joint motion simulator (Advanced Mechanical 
Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA), herein referred to as the VIVO. This 
servohydraulic joint motion simulator is capable of manipulating joints through the 
relative movement of a femoral and tibial actuator [33], [34]. The upper (femoral) 
actuator provides flexion-extension movement and varus-valgus rotations while the lower 
(tibial) actuator initiates medial-lateral, anterior-posterior, and inferior-superior 
translation as well as internal-external rotation. Forces are recorded using a 6 DoF load 
cell within the tibial actuator operating with closed loop controls which allow each DoF 
to be operated independently in either force- or displacement-control mode. The VIVO is 
also the first joint motion simulator that fully expresses motions in clinically relevant 
Grood-Suntay (GS) coordinates [35]. The GS coordinate system was designed to easily 
translate biomechanical information between researchers and clinicians and thus can be 
used to convert cartesian coordinates and motions into the clinically relevant motions 
discussed above (e.g., varus-valgus rotation of the femur, internal-external rotation of the 
tibia). 
The VIVO also has a related visualization software that operates simultaneously while 
the VIVO is being used but can function independently as a virtual joint motion simulator 
as well. VIVO Sim Visualization software (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., 
Watertown, MA, USA) emulates the VIVO’s functionality in a fully virtual environment. 
Therefore, it is capable of operating each DoF independently in either force- or 
displacement-control mode. The virtual simulator also possesses virtual ligament 
modelling capabilities. Using proximal and distal origins of insertion, stiffness value, and 
reference strain, the digital simulator determines an exerted ligament force based off 
1991 findings published by Blankevoort and Huiskes. [36]. Blankevoort’s model was a 
complex ligament model that required articular surface geometry, origins of insertion, 
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stiffnesses, and reference strain of the ligaments being modelled. Blankevoort, et al. also 
demonstrated that knee motion predicted by a model with deformable contact surfaces 
was not necessarily different from the motion predicted by non-deformable contact 
surface meaning knee modelling using rigid-body models is a viable option. During this 
thesis, a unique ligament model for a TKA knee will be created using VIVO Sim.  
Many computational knee models in the literature are subject-specific, with geometries 
based on cadaveric CT or MRI data and ligament origins determined manually by 
experienced surgeons or from MRI images [36]–[41]. Creating subject-specific models 
requires defining subject ligament insertions, thus there has been research devoted to 
automating the definition of ligament insertions based on bony anatomy [40]. Jeong, et. 
al. used their computational model to identify isometric ligament position by using a 
model based on 10 patients’ CT data [41]. Other groups refined available virtual ligament 
models using experimentally determined reference strains [37]. Scott Illsley defined an 
intraoperative method to precisely identify ligament anatomy to be used in a knee model 
for computer assisted TKA surgery as part of a surgical advisory system [42]. Guess, et. 
al. used various models to investigate ligament mechanics in the TKA knee, as well as 
forces experienced by the meniscus in the healthy knee [39], [43]. The abovementioned 
models all consider ligaments to be either simple one-dimensional point-to-point springs, 
or one-dimensional springs that also simulate ligament wrapping. Ligament modelling 
techniques will be covered in more depth in the next section, however, regardless of their 
representation, simple ligament models determine force based on elongation and ligament 
stiffness according to Equation 2-1 [36]. None of these models have been used to 
investigate the effect of ligament complexity, ligament wrapping, or to investigate the 
biomechanical effects of surgical malalignment following TKA. Thus, using a rigid-body 
computational model to investigate the biomechanical effects of ligament modelling 
techniques and TKA malalignment will help inform future researchers on their possible 
modelling techniques. 
Eq. 2-1   𝑓 = {
𝑘𝜀
4𝜀1
                   0 ≤ 𝜀 ≤ 2𝜀1
𝑘(𝜀 − 𝜀1)              𝜀 > 2𝜀1                




2.3 Virtual Ligament Modelling 
High incidence of knee ligament injuries during activity has led to a surge in effort to 
quantify knee ligament force-strain behaviour during various motions and activities [44]. 
The human ligament – insensitive to strain rate over time, and able to reach a 
preconditioned state after multiple loadings without experiencing hysteresis – has born 
two approaches to its modelling [45]. These approaches were modeled in a paper by 
Frisen, et al. in 1969. Frisen looked to provide a mathematical explanation to the tangible 
one-dimensional model created by Viidik in 1968 that represented ligaments as a series 
of springs and dashpots [46], [47]. Frisen explains the two approaches where the non-
linear elastic behaviour can either be explained by multiple elastic elements engaging at 
different magnitudes of total ligament strain, or by a single elastic element coiled into a 
spring shape. Either of these two models explain the toe-region of a ligament’s stress-
strain behaviour (Figure 2-5). This toe-region is a non-linear stress response to strain, 
represented as an upward-facing concave region on a graph, where the entire ligament 
has yet to become taught and thus is not able to exert its full potential stress.  
 
 
Figure 2-5: The stress-strain relationship of a human ligament. With a strain 
greater than 2ε1 the relationship is linear. Prior to this, in the toe region, the 
ligament exhibits non-linear behaviour. Adapted from Blankevoort, et al. [35]. 
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Viscoelastic models have also been developed despite ligaments’ insensitivity to strain 
rate. In unique cases such as high-rate loading, high impact moments, creep, and stress 
relaxation, viscoelasticity must be considered [48], [49]. A model for ligament 
viscoelasticity still widely used today is quasi-linear viscoelasticity (QLV) developed by 
Fung [50]. Though commonly used, this model has met criticism for sometimes 
representing so-called physically unreasonable behaviour [51]. Frisen and Viidik also did 
work to implement this model but these were for one-dimensional scenarios as well. This 
thesis, however, only includes quasi-static loading protocols and thus viscoelasticity – 
which is affected by strain rate – is not included in analysis [52]. 
Computational knee models define individual ligament bundles using origins of 
insertions, stiffnesses, and reference strains. Origins of insertion are typically subject-
specific and easily determined using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques. The 
relative motion of the proximal (femoral) and distal (tibial/fibular) insertions changes 
ligament length, thus creating strain which will generate a predictable force via Equation 
2-1 where 𝜀1 is the spring parameter which is assumed to be 0.03 for human 
ligaments [37]. Reference strain is the strain of the ligament at the reference pose – which 
is typically the knee in full extensions. Stiffness denotes a ligaments ability to resist strain 
at any pose. The reference strain is subject specific, and thus varies between 
computational models. Though ligament stiffness is also subject specific, much more 
agreement exists in the literature on which values to use while modelling. Bloemker, et 
al. determined zero-load lengths experimentally through manually flexing cadaver knees 
and determining the length at which ligaments first go taught [37]. Li, et al. used a 
minimizing function to determine zero-load lengths based on Equation 2-2, where 𝜀𝑟 is 
the reference strain, 𝑙𝑟 is the length of the ligament at the reference pose, and 𝑙0 is the 
zero-load length of the ligament [53]. 




Ligament model complexity has since been able to increase thanks to technological 
advances which include three-dimensional ligament models. These models are typically 
analyzed using finite element modelling (FEM) techniques. Thus, current research aims 
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to refine modelling techniques related to material properties and three-dimensional 
deformability, still building on mathematical models established in the past [54], [55]. 
Other studies, including one by Halloran, et al., compare model complexities based on 
computational cost and biological accuracy [56]. However, these studies on ligament 
complexity continue to surround three-dimensional finite element modelling. The same 
effort has not been put forth to study complexity in one-dimensional ligament modelling, 
with one study suggesting that modeling ligaments as one-dimensional springs with FEM 
reduces accuracies in reported kinematics and contact pressures compared to modelling 
ligaments as a continuum [57]. This group used an optimized spring model where each 
ligament was represented by two bundles and compared it to a literature-based continuum 
model, and an optimized continuum model. Kwon, et al. also investigated ligament model 
complexity using FEM by measuring the effect of reconstructing the ACL with one-
dimensional point-to-point bundles of varying diameter. They found that bundle diameter 
had a minimal effect compared to insertion, although it did provide a slight increase in 
stability [58]. 
However, FEM is not the only way to model ligaments so virtual ligaments as a three-
dimensional continuum of material is not always a possibility. Thus, simpler rigid-body 
CAD knee models must rely on one-dimensional non-linear elastic springs for ligament 
modelling. Guess, et al. has demonstrated their model’s ability to effectively simulate a 
subject-specific in vivo experiment, demonstrating simple computational modeling’s 
ability to generate biologically accurate data [39]. They determined that the cruciate 
ligaments do not engage during passive flexion which compared well with experimental 
lengthening patterns. Smith et al. used a computational model to predict contact force 
distribution within the TKA knee and found that an implant’s coronal plane alignment 
affects knee contact loading patterns [28]. For some groups, the creation of a 
computational knee model is simply a means to efficiently predict in vivo knee 
loads [32]. With most simple computational models being subject specific, a plethora of 
unique ligament models have been established with no real agreement on how individual 
ligaments should be represented. Peters, et al. organized the material properties of many 
knee models in a critical review published in 2018 [38]. Even though many models exist, 
their subject-specific nature makes them difficult to compare. Thus, there exists a need to 
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determine the effect different ligament representations in computational models has on 
the resulting kinematics. 
2.4 Surgical Malalignment 
A topic of debate in the current literature is the effect of surgical malalignment of 
implants during surgery.  Malalignment is a broad term that can refer to imperfect 
positioning of the either the tibial or femoral implants with respect to the bone in any 
degree of freedom. Before discussing malalignment, a review of currently practiced 
alignment types would be prudent.  
Normal knee joint alignment typically has a knee joint angle (HKA) 2°-3° varus 
compared to the mechanical axis [19], [59]. A normal knee HKA is shown below in 
Figure 2-6. However, the goal for many TKA techniques is to reduce this difference to 
0°. This means that many TKA outcomes have HKA angles of 0°. This is known as 
neutral alignment. A 2012 study by Bellemans et. al. has shown that 32% of men 
observed and 17% of women observed have knee joint angles greater than 3° [60]. 
Fahlman et al recently found that 81.8% of observed subjects had the same alignment in 
both knees [22]. One of the classical methods of TKA is the mechanical alignment. This 
method aims to neutrally align the post-TKA knee. The idea behind this method is to 
resect both the femur and tibia perpendicularly to each of their respective mechanical 
axes which results in a 0° knee joint alignment. The goal of this alignment is to ensure 
even stress distribution of force about the knee joint [28], [59], [61]. There will also be a 
posterior slant to the tibial resection of 3°-5° to reduce ligament stress in flexion. This 
method is seen as potentially disadvantageous due to the changing of the physiological 
joint line [62]. This study uses a mechanical alignment in its TKA models, but that isn’t 
the only alignment type practiced in the operating room. Another approach exists that still 
has some controversy surrounding it in the literature: kinematic alignment. This approach 
does not focus on achieving a neutral knee alignment, but rather attempting to replicate 
the healthy knee alignment which is typically 2°-3° varus to neutral knee alignment. This 
is achieved by making a more valgus resection of the femur, and a more varus resection 
of the tibia. A comprehensive meta-analysis by Feng, et. al. suggests that outcomes of 
kinematically aligned knees are at least as favourable or superior to those of mechanically 
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aligned TKA knees, yet no literature conclusively states that one provides superior 
outcomes to the other [63]. 
Unfortunately, malalignment is possible whether a procedure is using mechanical or 
kinematic alignment. Malalignment in each DoF has been characterized in the literature. 
For example, the varus-valgus alignment is considered to be normal if limb alignment is 
within 0±3° of the mechanical axis [64]. Fang et al. and Ritter et al. suggest varus-valgus 
malalignment increases component failure rate within 8 years of the primary 
surgery [30], [65]. However, malalignment has not been linked to revision rates. Of 
interest to our study is femoral component rotation. Optimal femoral component rotation 
can be determined by one of four methods: the trans-sulcus axis (TSA, better known as 
Whiteside’s line), the surgical transepicondylar axis (sTEA), the anatomical 
transepicondylar axis (TEA), and the posterior condyle axis (PCA) [66]. For all 
landmarks, a high degree of interpatient variability exists meaning the amount of rotation 
varies from patient to patient [67]. This study used the PCA to determine the femoral 
rotational alignment. This is achieved with an internal rotation of the femoral component 
Figure 2-6: HKA of healthy knee, which is a few degrees varus. 
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with respect to the femur by 3.0±1.2° which has been shown to reduce the need for lateral 
retinacular release [68], [69]. The goal of the femoral component rotation is to achieve a 
rectangular flexion gap [67]. By rotating the femoral component, the gap between said 
component and the UHMWPE insert will remain consistent between the medial and 
lateral sides of the knee. This is due to the asymmetry of the femur’s medial and lateral 
condyles; without the femoral component rotation the flexion gap would become 
trapezoidal as the knee is flexed. Anything more internally or externally rotated is said to 
be a malalignment which can affect early patient reported outcomes [70]. Determining 
component rotation based on the above-mentioned anatomical landmarks can result in 
error if a patient has irregular bony anatomy. In these cases, using a patient-specific CT-
guided approach will result in more accurate component alignment at a higher time and 
financial cost [71]. 
2.5 Summary and Motivation 
This chapter has illustrated that the knee is a complex joint with six degrees of freedom 
whose motion is mainly restricted by soft tissue forces. TKA surgery was also discussed, 
particularly is ubiquity as an end stage treatment for knee osteoarthritis and how that 
makes it a fairly common surgery here in Canada. Though the surgery is generally 
successful at providing the patient with a pain-free knee, there are alarming patient 
satisfaction rates when compared against those of comparable joint arthroplasties (e.g., 
unicondylar knee arthroplasty, total hip arthroplasty). With TKA being such a common 
surgery, there is a need to improve negative patient reported outcomes. One of the 
reasons for these poor outcomes is joint instability, which may be addressed by a better 
understanding of the loads crossing the knee joint following TKA. Computational models 
have been and continue to be used to investigate joint biomechanics following TKA, 
however, a large degree of variation exists between the way published ligament models 
choose to represent their virtual ligaments. Though it has been examined for finite 
element models, a gap in the literature exists when it comes to examining the 
biomechanical effect of different ligament modelling techniques for simple rigid body 
knee models. Thus Chapter 4 of this thesis quantifies the biomechanical effect of 
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ligament model complexity as a function of the number of bundles as well as the effect of 
simulating ligament wrapping. 
Section 2.4 of this chapter discussed another cause for overall instability following TKA: 
femoral component malrotation. We examined the various ways this rotation is 
determined in the operating room, and how it contributes to the overall balance of the 
knee through flexion. However, most studies examining femoral component malrotation 
look at the qualitative outcomes. Though these outcomes are integral for improving 
patient satisfaction, an understanding of kinematic and mechanical effects of component 
malrotation would improve our understanding of component malrotation. Thus Chapter 5 
of this thesis aims to quantify the kinematic and soft tissue force contribution effects of 




3 Validating a Novel Computational Model Against a 
Previously Tested Experimental Model 
This chapter describes the practical applications of using rigid body static analysis to 
conduct biomechanical studies in our lab. The motivation is followed by a discussion 
about a previous experimental setup and series of studies that will be emulated using this 
software and how the two were compared. Results are then presented, and the chapter 
concludes with a brief discussion 
3.1 Introduction 
TKA surgery is an extremely common procedure in Canada with over 70 000 being 
performed each year [2]. Though the surgery is generally successful at providing patients 
with a pain-free knee following osteoarthritis, patient satisfaction during functional 
outcomes remains low [3]. Thus, there is a drive in the academic community to better 
understand how TKA surgery can be improved. Though in vivo studies are useful for 
collecting biologically accurate data, they are extremely limited in the types of data they 
can collect. An in vitro knee study on the other hand can invasively examine a cadaver 
knee to obtain a wealth of force and kinematic data. Joint motion simulators are machines 
used to simulate biologically accurate motion while using cadaver knees. The 
commercially available AMTI VIVO 6 Degree of Freedom (6DoF) joint motion 
simulator (AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) is a piece of equipment capable of simulated 
knee joint motion with each axis able to operate in either force- or displacement-control 
mode [33]. Whether in force or displacement control mode, knee kinematics and applied 
forces are dictated by either the femoral or tibial actuator in each degree of freedom. The 
tibial actuator controls all translational degrees of freedom (anterior-posterior, medial-
lateral, inferior-superior) as well as the internal and external rotation of the tibia. The 
femoral actuator is responsible for the varus and valgus rotation of the femur, as well as 
its flexion and extension relative to the tibia. This machine – herein referred to as the 
VIVO – is considered to be the most realistic knee motion simulator available due to a 
combination of its force, range, speed, programmability, and virtual ligament modelling 
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capabilities [72]. The VIVO can operate with cadavers to investigate biomechanics in in 
vitro studies or operate in “knee mode” to test implants restricted solely by virtual 
ligaments. Our lab has used the VIVO to determine that PCL-deficiency may not be fully 
compensated by condylar-stabilized (CS) geometry total knee replacement (TKA) 
implants during a cadaver study [34]. While in knee mode, however, TKA implants are 
directly affixed to machine actuators as shown in Figure 3-1. As shown, knee-mode uses 
TKA implants only; no cadaver knee is necessary for these studies. The joint is kept 
intact through a combination of contact forces (implant geometry), and virtual ligaments. 
These virtual ligaments are modeled as non-linear elastic, one-dimensional, point-to-
point springs – meaning they exert force along a singular linear axis – and each ligament 
can be modeled with multiple bundles.  
 




The VIVO is accompanied by a simulation package meant to aid in the simulation of 
experiments that include virtual ligaments. VIVO Sim Visualization Software (AMTI, 
Watertown, MA, USA) simulates the physical VIVO and all its capabilities in a fully 
virtual environment as a digital twin. VIVO Sim can be synched up to a physical VIVO 
to show the movement and strain of any virtual ligaments in real time. Though this is an 
extremely useful visualization tool, our lab wanted to determine if the software could be 
used to conduct joint motion studies without accompaniment from the physical joint 
motion simulator. While in vitro studies may have improved efficiency over in vivo 
studies  ̧the use of computational models are even less costly and provide endless 
repeatability along with opportunity for parametric analysis at the cost of biological 
accuracy.  
The Biomedical Engineering Research Lab conducts research related to orthopedic 
biomechanics and thus the physical simulator is always in use. Much of our research 
surrounds TKA surgery. Since issues still exist within this common procedure there is a 
drive to optimize every aspect of the surgery. This is something members of our lab work 
diligently toward, but physical joint motion simulator studies are time consuming and can 
be expensive when they use cadavers. VIVO Sim – herein referred to as the digital twin – 
could potentially be used as an independent means of investigating TKA knee 
biomechanics with high repeatability and efficient parametric analysis. Thus the primary 
objective of this study was to validate a model operating independently in VIVO Sim 
against an experimental model tested previously by our lab with the VIVO in knee-mode. 
We hypothesized that we could closely emulate resulting kinematics and ligament forces 
in VIVO Sim since both the computational and experimental models would be using the 
same virtual ligament model. 
3.2 Methods 
Experimental Model 
Figure 3-1 above shows the general experimental set up for the experimental knee model. 
The TKA components used were for a Triathlon Cruciate Retaining (CR) knee (Stryker 
Corporation, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) including a size 7 femoral component, size 5 tibial 
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component, and a 9 mm Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) CR 
insert. This model was based on a cadaver knee used during a previous experiment done 
in this lab, hence our virtual ligament model was based on the cadaver’s CT-scanned 
knee geometry. Before we could determine ligament parameters, we had to align virtual 
TKA components to a 3D CAD model of the knee geometry. This will be called our 
virtual reference model. The TKA components were aligned to bone geometry of our 
virtual reference model by emulating a mechanically aligned TKA knee. This means that 
the distal and proximal resections of the femur and tibia, respectively, were made 
perpendicular to each bone’s mechanical axis [19]. We then aligned our reference model 
in virtual space such that its position in a global coordinate system corresponded to the 
position our experimental model would be in when placed on the physical joint motion 
simulator. This would ensure that our ligament insertions were as accurate as possible. To 
determine the physical model’s position within the global coordinate system we took a 
sphere-fit of the femoral implants when they were affixed the physical simulator and 
from there determined the experimental model’s condylar axis. The condylar axis is the 
line that passes through the centers of each individual condyle. These centers were 
determined using the sphere-fits. We then determined the condylar axis of our virtual 
reference model by sphere-fitting both condyles of our model’s femoral implant. The 
midpoint of these two sphere centers also acted as our origin. We aligned our condylar 
axis with the axis determined from the experimental model’s sphere fit and transformed 
the rest of the model accordingly. We were then ready to build our virtual ligament 
model. 
The experimental model used a simple virtual ligament model considering the posterior 
cruciate ligament (PCL), the superficial medial collateral ligament (sMCL) and the lateral 
collateral ligament (LCL) as single bundles. The deep MCL (dMCL) was not represented 
as it is routinely released during surgery [73]. Insertions were identified based on 
information from the literature and were confirmed by a high-volume orthopedic 
surgeon [9], [10]. Virtual ligaments also require stiffnesses and reference strains to be 
fully defined by the VIVO, and these values were also obtained from the literature [37], 
[38]. With the experimental setup in place and the virtual ligament model fully defined, 
this model could be put through cyclical motions with prescribed kinematics and forces. 
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This was done with all DoF in force-control mode except for flexion-extension (FE) 
which was in displacement-control mode. Many motions were tested but for the purposes 
of our validation study we are only focusing on the following laxity tests: posterior, 
varus, and valgus. To ensure that the virtual ligament model translated well between the 
physical simulator and its digital twin, we only looked at laxity tests that demanded high 
engagement from our three ligaments including posterior laxity, varus laxity, and valgus 
laxity. All motions were done with 10 N of compression, and with the knee flexed from 
0° to 90°. For each laxity test, additional forces or moments were applied at 0°, 15°, 30°, 
45°, 60°, and 90°. For posterior laxity, this was a 100 N force acting posteriorly against 
the tibia. For varus and valgus laxity this was a 10 Nm and a -10 Nm torque, respectively, 
applied by the femoral actuator. The posterior laxity force was exerted by the tibial 
actuator. Varus and valgus torques were exerted by the femoral actuator and applied to 
the femoral component. The compressive force was applied superiorly along the 
mechanical axis of the tibia. The VIVO automatically records kinematic and force data 
which we used to compare against results obtained using our computational model. 
VIVO Sim Model 
Both the VIVO and VIVO Sim calculate kinematics with respect to a reference pose 
defined by the operator. Thus, if we wanted to accurately compare kinematic data, we 
would need to ensure that the experimental and virtual models had the same reference 
pose. This reference pose was taken with the knee in extension, the same pose the CT-
based CAD model was in when we determined ligament insertions (from above). 
Therefore, we simply had to ensure that our VIVO Sim model was positioned in virtual 
space identically to our virtual reference model. We had already determined the condylar 
axis of the reference model so we simply had to determine the condylar axis of the VIVO 
Sim model and transform it to the former’s axis placement. This is illustrated in below in 




Figure 3-2: A sphere fit of the femoral implant condyles from the experimental 
model is used to determine its condylar axis. The condylar axis of our reference 
model is then determined. Our VIVO Sim model must perfectly emulate the 
reference model’s reference pose and is thus aligned to the same axis. 
Once positioned in the correct reference pose, we could then apply the exact same virtual 
ligament model used by the experimental model. Both bone and implant geometries were 
assumed to be rigid bodies. Coefficient of friction used was µ = 0.04 which is defined in 
the literature as the coefficient of friction between polyethylene and chromium-cobalt, 
which are the two contact surfaces in our experimental TKA knee [54], [74]. Within the 
digital twin the exact same virtual ligament model was used as the experimental study. 
Though this may suggest that kinematics are guaranteed to be similar, the physical and 
digital joint motion simulators have different ways of calculating contact force which can 
affect overall kinematics. Contact on the physical joint motion simulator is determined by 
the physical contact between components while its digital twin uses an optimization 
function that minimizes overlap between two predefined contact surfaces, e.g., between 
the femoral component and UHMWPE insert. VIVO Sim also easily allowed us to apply 
the same loads as those used in the experimental laxity tests. However, VIVO Sim can 
only model discrete motion and the experimental motions were continuous. For each test 
Virtual Reference Model 
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the VIVO Sim model was simply flexed from the reference pose at 0°, with a 10 N 
compressive force applied, stopping at each 15° interval for the system to solve, until 90° 
of flexion. Each laxity test also had the relevant forces or torques (described above) 
applied throughout the motion. The digital twin has identical machine kinematics to the 
physical simulator and thus the tibial actuator was responsible for the compressive and 
posterior forces and the varus and valgus torques were exerted by the femoral actuators in 
the same fashion as the physical simulator. VIVO Sim has an automatic data acquisition 
tool called ligament verification. Unfortunately, this tool only collects data at particular 
points of flexion and is unable to simulate compression, so the data for this study had to 
be collected manually from VIVO Sim’s display. 
The physical simulator and its digital twin collect force data in terms of the Grood-Suntay 
(GS) coordinate system [75]. This coordinate system – represented by three axes – is 
defined by the relative position of the tibia to the femur. Two axes are embedded in the 
femur and tibia and align with their respective mechanical axes. The third axis is a 
common perpendicular to both fixed axes and moves in relation to those two. Thus it is a 
floating axis. This allows joint-relative forces to be recorded along clinically relevant 
lines of action for the knee. Unfortunately, the digital twin does not record kinematics in 
GS coordinates. Thus, in order to compare our VIVO Sim kinematics to the experimental 
model results we had to process the kinematic data from VIVO Sim. As described in 
Grood and Suntay’s 1983 paper, we converted VIVO Sim kinematics from being in the 
machine actuators’ coordinate system, to the joint’s Grood-Suntay coordinate 
system [35]. 
3.3 Results 
The average anterior-posterior (AP) position of the experimental model during the 
posterior laxity test with a 100 N posterior force was -5.60±2.55 mm. This was compared 
its virtual counterpart whose average position was -4.87±2.38 mm (R = 0.92). The 
average absolute difference between the two was 0.73 mm. A negative value denotes a 
position where the tibia is posterior relative to reference pose where the knee is in full 
extension. Ligament tension is measured in VIVO Sim as the total tension acting along 




AP direction. The average AP ligament tension of the experimental model during 
posterior laxity was 64.62±18.66 N. The average virtual ligament tension in the AP 
direction was 61.81±23.86 N for the virtual model (R = 0.85). The average absolute 
difference between the two sets of tensions was 6.60 N. Both kinematics and ligament 
tensions were very similar between the experimental and virtual models, as shown in 
Figure 3-3 below. 
 
Figure 3-3: Figure 3 3: A comparison of an experimental and virtual knee model’s 





laxity test that involved a 10 N compressive force and a 100 N posterior force 
applied to the tibia. Negative values denote a negative position of the tibia with 
respect to the reference pose, or a ligament force pulling the tibia anteriorly. 
During varus laxity, the average varus-valgus (VV) position for the experimental model 
through flexion was 2.2±2.1°. The average VV position for the virtual model during the 
same test was 2.1±2.1° (R = 0.99), with an average absolute difference from the 
experimental model of 0.3°. Figure 3-4A shows that not only were the average values 
similar, but the motion paths between the experimental and virtual models were nearly 
identical as well. The average ligament tensions exerted in the VV degree of freedom by 
the experimental and virtual models were -5.67±0.22 Nm and -5.25±0.52 Nm, 
respectively (R = 0.67). The average absolute difference between the two was 0.49 Nm. 
Valgus laxity also had very similar kinematics between the virtual and experimental 
models, however, there were some discrepancies in ligament tensions as shown in Figure 
3-5B. Average VV kinematics for the experimental and virtual models were -4.0±0.6° 
and -3.9±0.8°, respectively (R = 0.86). The average absolute difference between the two 
was 0.4°. Average ligament tensions in the VV direction were still similar at 
1.19±1.93 Nm and 2.62±1.81 Nm for the experimental and virtual models, respectively 
(R = 0.99). The average difference in ligament tension between the two models was 
1.42 Nm. However, after 60° of flexion, ligament tension in the VV direction acted in the 





Figure 3-4: A comparison of an experimental and virtual knee model’s kinematics 
(A) and ligament tensions (B) in the VV direction during a varus laxity test that 
involved a 10 N compressive force and a 10 Nm varus torque applied to the femur. 
Negative values denote a valgus position of the femur with respect to the reference 






Figure 3-5: A comparison of an experimental and virtual knee model’s kinematics 
(A) and ligament tensions (B) in the VV direction during a valgus laxity test that 
involved a 10 N compressive force and a 10 Nm varus torque applied to the femur. 
Negative values denote a valgus position of the femur with respect to the reference 






The objective of this study was to assess the software VIVO Sim’s ability to replicate the 
kinematics and the ligament forces of a physical joint motion simulator by validating a 
virtual model against a previous experimental model tested on the physical VIVO joint 
motion simulator. We compared kinematics and ligament tensions during three loading 
scenarios: posterior laxity, varus laxity, and valgus laxity. These motions were selected to 
engage all ligaments of interest: the PCL bundle will be most engaged during posterior 
laxity, the LCL will engage most during varus laxity, and sMCL is the main ligament 
contributor during valgus laxity. For all motions studied, the virtual model was able to 
replicate the experimental model’s kinematics within an average of 1 mm (posterior 
laxity) or 0.1° (varus and valgus laxities). Furthermore, the virtual model’s average 
ligament tensions that were examined fell within one standard deviation of the 
experimental model’s ligament tensions. The only comparison that had noticeable 
discrepancies was ligament tensions during valgus laxity. During this motion we saw that 
the experimental model had a lower average ligament tension in the VV direction, 
particularly in late flexion when the overall ligament tension was acting with the applied 
valgus moment as opposed to resisting it. This indicates that the lateral side of the joint 
was tighter while a valgus moment was being applied. This is unlikely to be the case for 
two reasons. Firstly, a valgus moment will rotate the femur about the AP axis such that 
separation appears on the medial side of the joint. This means the insertions of the sMCL 
will move further apart and the insertions of the LCL will move closer together. This 
results in the sMCL having a higher strain and thus exerting more force so there is no 
reason for the LCL to be exerting a higher force as the experimental valgus results 
suggest. Secondly, the medial side of the healthy knee joint is tighter through flexion and 
a balanced TKA should replicate this [26]. Based on these two observations, we are 
comfortable with the behaviour exhibited by the virtual model, which exemplifies a 
tighter medial side throughout the entire motion. Furthermore, strong correlation between 
tension values during valgus laxity (R = 0.99) show that ligaments exert tension in the 
same pattern for both models. Based on these findings we can conclude that VIVO Sim 
can emulate the testing environment of a physical joint motion simulator. 
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This study had a few limitations. Firstly, we only compared kinematics and tensions 
during laxity tests which only allows us to compare models under high stress. We also 
only tested one model. Testing multiple models with either different geometries or 
different implant alignments would have strengthened the conclusions made during this 
study. 
In summary, this study looked to assess a visualization and simulation tool’s useability as 
an independent virtual biomechanical joint motion simulator so that it could be used as a 
tool to improve knee-related research efficiency in our biomedical engineering research 
lab. We compared kinematics and ligament tensions during three laxity testing motions 
between a previously used physical experimental model and a comparable virtual model 
within the software VIVO Sim. We found that the virtual model emulated the 
experimental kinematics and ligament tensions very well, so we concluded that VIVO 
Sim was capable of simulating knee motion tests independent of the physical joint motion 
simulator. Future work will use VIVO Sim to conduct biomechanical analysis on fully 
computational knee models to assess the kinematic results of different ligament 
modelling techniques. We will also use a VIVO Sim knee model to investigate a variety 




4 Using a Virtual Knee Model to Investigate the 
Importance of Simulated Ligament Wrapping in a 
Virtual Ligament Model 
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the kinematic effect of different ligament 
modelling techniques used in the literature. This chapter begins with a review of the 
importance of TKA surgery and how computational models have been used to investigate 
TKA biomechanics in the past. It then moves on to discuss the computational model used 
in this study to compare ligament model complexity as well as ligament wrapping vs non-
ligament wrapping techniques. Results are then shared, and this chapter concludes with a 
discussion. 
4.1 Introduction 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a common end-stage surgical treatment to knee 
osteoarthritis performed over 70 000 times per year in Canada [2]. This highly invasive 
surgery is generally successful and providing the patient with a pain-free knee, but one 
study reports nearly 50% of patients studied still remain unsatisfied with the functional 
outcomes of TKA, e.g., stair-climbing [3]. TKA surgery can also have lower satisfaction 
rates compared to other joint replacement surgeries such as hip replacement and has been 
shown to have increased stiffness and wound complication rate compared to unicondylar 
knee arthroplasty [4], [76], [77]. The key to improving patient outcomes may be linked to 
a better understanding of the loads crossing the knee joint. The total joint contact force is 
a result of forces applied to the knee, internal contact forces, and soft tissue forces which 
can all be studied through a variety of different biomechanical testing methods. Thus, 
there remains a need to investigate each part of the total joint contact force in the TKA 
knee. 
One way to study and conduct parametric analysis on multiple facets of TKA is 
computational modelling. Though computational models may lack the biological 
accuracy of in vivo studies and cadaver studies, their comparative cost, and ability to 
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perform repeatable parametric analysis make them useful tools in the study of TKA 
knees. Previously published models include a variety of subject-specific ligament models 
based on geometries from in vivo and cadaver studies [37], [78]. Ligaments used in these 
computational knee models use one-dimensional spring-damper elements that exhibit a 
non-linear stress-strain relationship as described by Blankevoort, et al. [36]. In most 
cases, the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) is modeled as two distinct bundles while the 
medial collateral ligament (MCL) and the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) are modeled 
with three bundles [8], [79]. The MCL can be further broken down into the superficial 
MCL (sMCL) and the deep MCL (dMCL), however, the dMCL is often released during 
TKA surgery as its distal insertion lies too close to the tibial plateau [7], [80]. For the 
purposes of a TKA knee model, other soft tissue structures such as the anterior cruciate 
ligament (ACL) and anterolateral ligament (ALL) are ignored as they are also routinely 
released during surgery [81].  
Collateral ligaments are often modelled with three bundles and cruciate ligaments are 
represented by two. This is due to the way ligaments are represented in literature – with 
the PCL being represented by an anterior PCL bundle and the posterior PCL bundle for 
example – but little work has been done to investigate the effect of ligament model 
complexity on a TKA knee model when modelling ligaments point-to-point springs [82]. 
Certainly, ligament model complexity has been investigated for the intact knee, 
particularly when using finite element models. Kiapour, et al. demonstrated that 
modelling ligaments with 3D geometry along with anisotropic hyperelastic material 
resulted in a more physiological representation of human knee motion than a uniaxial 
elastic representation [55]. Kwon et al. measure the effect of ligament bundle diameter on 
post-TKA knee kinematics and found that diameter had little influence over resulting 
kinematics but did provide additional stability in some cases [58]. Unfortunately, this 
work and other studies investigating knee ligament model complexity are dedicated to 
finite element models (FEMs) [83], [84]. These studies investigate parameters whose 
importance does not translate well to other computational ligament models such as 
material parameters and continuum mechanics. Evidently, there is a need to investigate 
the effects of ligament complexity for other computational modelling strategies such as 
rigid body models.  
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To increase their biological accuracy, many computational models use subject-specific 
bone geometries and ligament insertions [37], [78]. Though the insertions are subject-
specific, in simple computational knee models the ligaments themselves are modeled as 
non-linear elastic, one- or two-dimensional springs that exhibit a stress-strain relationship 
as described by Blankevoort et al. (Figure 2-5) [36]. Many studies that use 1D ligaments 
model the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) as two bundles: the anterolateral PCL 
(aPCL) and the posteromedial PCL (pPCL) [8], [37], [39], [78]. Other soft tissue 
structures are also excluded from TKA knee models for the same reason including the 
anterolateral ligament (ALL), the posterior oblique ligament (POL), and the anterior 
cruciate ligament (ACL) [81]. 
Three-dimensional ligament modelling can be advantageous as it allows ligaments to be 
modeled in a continuum which is more biologically accurate, but this comes with a high 
computational cost [55], [56]. To circumvent the need to create costly finite element 
models (FEMs), point-to-point ligament models are used in conjunction with rigid body 
representations of bony anatomy and implant geometry. Researchers may also choose to 
simulate the wrapping of the MCL about the medial side of the tibia, as opposed to 
representing the ligament as point-to-point and having it pass through the tibia’s 
geometry. Bloemker et al. created and validated a computational knee model and chose to 
represent the medial side ligaments as one-dimensional point-to-point springs that passed 
through tibial geometry, whereas Guess et al. developed a model that simulated the 
wrapping of medial side ligaments with midpoint attachments near the tibial 
meniscus [37], [39]. Though functional models have been developed with both 
representations of medial side ligaments, to our knowledge, there has been little 
investigation to determine the biomechanical effects of simulated ligament wrapping.  
With these considerations in mind, the primary objective of this study is to determine the 
effect ligament complexity has on TKA knee kinematics during neutral flexion and laxity 
testing. Here, ligament complexity will be defined by the number of bundles used to 
model each ligament. Prior to this, a computational knee model was constructed for the 
simulation package VIVO Sim Visualization Software (Advanced Mechanical 
Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) which emulates the behaviour of the 
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commercially available 6 degree of freedom (DoF) AMTI VIVO joint motion simulator 
(Ibid). These equipment will herein be referred to as the physical simulator and its digital 
twin. Another group used AMTI VIVO technology to model a virtual PCL, but that study 
did not use the digital twin alone [85]. Thus, this will be the first time the joint motion 
simulator’s digital twin will be used to conduct an independent study. This computational 
model will use geometries established by Guess et al., with ligament models adapted 
from their findings [39], [43]. The adapted Guess ligament model will use the common 
three bundles for the collateral ligaments and two bundles for the PCL. A multi-bundle 
model will use five for collaterals and three for the PCL, which simply inserts another 
bundle between those present in the Guess model. The single-bundle model will use a 
single bundle to model each ligament. A higher number of bundles increases the model 
complexity, while the single-bundle model will represent each ligament as the bare 
minimum so that we can gauge how important complexity is while modelling virtual 
ligaments. As these ligament models will all be designed to exert a similar force, any 
differences in kinematics will likely be due to force distributions. A secondary objective 
will be to assess the functionality of the physical simulator’s digital twin for modelling 
TKA knee motion independently.  
Healthy human knee ligaments are made up of many bundles and fibers thus it would be 
logical to assume a more complex model will provide unique results compared to a 
simple single-bundle model. However, previous finite element modelling studies found 
that changes in virtual ligament diameter had little influence on knee kinematics but did 
provide some increased stability [58]. When ligaments are modelled as a continuum of 
material, a larger diameter is comparable to increasing the number of bundles used as a 
larger number of bundles will cover a larger area of the bone. Since the ligament will still 
exhibit a similar force, we assume that the difference in kinematics between the various 
ligament model complexities will be negligible. However, in some instances the higher 
complexity may provide increased stability. 
The second objective of this study is to determine the effect ligament wrapping has on the 
kinematics of a TKA knee model. Wrapping of the sMCL will be simulated about the 
tibia as one of three conditions: unwrapped, simple wrapping, and wrapping with 
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compensation. Compensation of the reference strain is likely necessary to account for the 
fact that a wrapped ligament will be longer at a reference pose with the knee in extension. 
Medial-side ligament wrapping better emulates the healthy knee so we would expect the 
resulting kinematics to be more indicative of healthy knee motion, particularly with less 
medial-lateral (ML) movement.  
4.2 Methods 
Computational Knee Model 
Knee modelling will be done using the simulation package VIVO Sim Visualization 
Software (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) which is the 
digital twin to a commercially available 6 degree of freedom (DoF) joint motion 
simulator. The computational TKA knee model used in this study was adapted from a 
validated and peer-reviewed healthy knee model developed by Guess et al [39], [43]. We 
used the same bone geometries which were obtained from magnetic resonance imaging of 
a 29-year-old female (height = 170cm, weight = 70kg) free of any lower extremity issues. 
Though this model was easily adaptable to VIVO Sim’s environment, it required a 
simulated virtual TKA surgery. The geometries used were for a Triathlon Cruciate 
Retaining (CR) implant (Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, MI, USA). This included a 
size 3 CR femoral implant, an 11mm CR Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) insert, and a size 3 tibial tray. These implant components were affixed to 
bony geometries in an emulation of a mechanically aligned total knee replacement 
surgery. The mechanical alignment aims to create a 0° joint line between the tibia and 
femur which requires that resections on both bones be made perpendicular to their 
respective mechanical axes [19]. The mechanical axis of the femur runs from the center 
of the femoral head to the intercondylar notch of the distal femur while the tibia’s 
mechanical axis runs from the center of the proximal tibia to the center of the ankle – 
defined by the midpoint between the medial and lateral malleoli (Figure 4-2) [59]. 
Furthermore, the tibial resection is made with a 5° posterior slope which aids with 
ligament balancing, and the femoral implant is externally rotated with respect to the 
bone [21]. The femoral rotation was evaluated with the condylar axis of the femoral 
implant being rotated internally by 3° with respect to the condylar axis of the femur [64]. 
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Figure 4-1: Mechanical axes of both the femur (left) and the tibia (right) 
shown as dashed lines with reference points being red dots. Condyle 
centers (left) and malleolus points (right) are shown with blue. 
Implant placement and sizing were verified by a high-volume orthopedic surgeon. These 
geometries were modelled as rigid bodies and the coefficient of friction used was 
µ = 0.04. This value is defined in the literature as the coefficient of friction between 
polyethylene and cobalt-chrome, which are the two contact surfaces in a TKA knee [54], 
[74].  
Ligament Model 
VIVO Sim represents each ligament bundle as a one-dimensional point-to-point spring 
that exhibits non-linear elastic behaviour as described by Blankevoort, et al. [36]. This 
non-linear behaviour is not changeable, thus the only two variables that can be changed 
to affect ligament force contribution are the stiffness and the strain of the ligament at the 
reference pose, i.e., the reference strain. Within VIVO Sim, multi-fiber ligament models 
calculate forces that are collinear with the ligament fibers, which are resolved to 
equivalent forces and moments acting through an origin chosen to lie approximately 
collinear with the resultant of contact forces [75]. This study used ligament models 
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adapted from one developed by Guess et al. for a healthy knee [39], [43]. Their model 
provided origins of insertion, stiffnesses, and zero-load lengths for fourteen bundles that 
represent seven distinct ligaments. The zero-load length is defined as the length at which 
the ligament first becomes taught, i.e., the length at which the ligament strain is exactly 
zero [37]. Our TKA ligament models did not include the ACL, ALL, POL, or dMCL as 
these ligaments are routinely released as a part of ligament balancing during TKA 
surgery [73], [81]. What remained were three bundles representing the LCL, three 
bundles representing the sMCL, and two bundles representing the PCL. This initial model 
had to be further edited to reduce the initial strain on the sMCL in order to balance the 
joint in extension such that the joint was reduced without the need to involve compressive 
forces. The slight release of the sMCL was simulated by reducing the reference strain of 
one of its bundles. Effectively, the release of taught fibers in extension reduces the strain 
felt by the whole ligament at this reference pose, thus reducing the reference strain. 
Reference strains (𝜀𝑟) were calculated from the zero load lengths (𝑙0) given by Guess, et 
al. and the ligament lengths at the reference pose (𝑙𝑟) using Equation 4-1. The mid-sMCL 
(msMCL) bundle’s reference strain was reduced from 9.5% to 4.5%. Ligament 
parameters used for the adapted Guess, et al. model – herein referred to as the “Guess” 
model – are shown in Table 4-1. Each of the collateral ligaments is represented by three 
bundles (anterior, mid, and posterior) and the PCL is represented by an anterior and a 
posterior bundle. Note that a negative reference strain does not mean a ligament bundle is 
compressed. It is simply a way to illustrate how slack the ligament bundle is so that the 
system knows at which change in length (strain) that ligament will become engaged. 










Table 4-1: Ligament parameters used for the Guess ligament model. 
Ligament Stiffness (N) Reference Strain (%) 
aLCL 2000 -2.66 
mLCL 2000 4.02 
pLCL 2000 1.29 
asMCL 2500 -4.30 
msMCL 2600 4.50 
psMCL 2700 4.44 
aPCL 12500 -28.6 
pPCL 1500 -26.3 
The Guess model was used as a baseline model from which two additional models were 
derived, one that was more complex, and a simpler model. The only parameters that can 
be varied during virtual ligament modelling are the location of tibial and femoral 
insertions, ligament bundle stiffnesses, and ligament bundle reference strains. Thus, 
ligament complexity must be measured as a function of the number of bundles modelled. 
The more complex model would represent the sMCL and LCL with five bundles each, 
and the PCL would be represented by three bundles. The extra insertions for this model, 
herein referred to as “Multi”, were determined by averaging the origins of insertion of the 
Figure 4-2: Tibia pulled 8 mm inferiorly and 10 mm posteriorly to create 
tension in all ligaments. These tension values will be used to determine 
stiffnesses in the new models. 
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adjacent bundles. For example, the anterior-middle sMCL’s (amsMCL) insertion was the 
average of the asMCL insertion and the msMCL insertion. The reference strains of the 
new bundles were also determined as the average of the two adjacent bundles’ reference 
strains. The tibia was pulled posteriorly by 10 mm and inferiorly by 8 mm to create 
tension in all ligaments (Figure 4-3). We measured the forces of all ligament bundles 
from the Guess model at this reference pose. 
From this new reference pose strains of each ligament in the Multi model and the Guess 
model were calculated. Total forces were calculated for each ligament at this new 
reference pose using the Guess model, as well as the forces exerted by each individual 
bundle. These forces were used to create five equations – shown below in Equations 2 
through 6 – to determine the forces that would be exerted by the five new bundles of the 
collateral ligaments.  
Eq. 4-2    𝑓𝑇′ =  𝑓𝑇  






















The first equation assumed that the sum of the forces exerted by all five new bundles 
(𝑓𝑇′) would equal the sum total of the forces exerted by the three bundles of the Guess 
model at the strained reference pose (𝑓𝑇). The next two equations assumed that the ratio 
of the forces exerted by anterior (𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑀𝐶𝐿) and middle (𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑀𝐶𝐿) bundles, and the middle 
and posterior (𝑓𝑝𝑠𝑀𝐶𝐿) bundles respectively, would be the same between the Multi and 
Guess models. The final two equations assume that the two added bundles in the multi 
model would exert a force (𝑓1and 𝑓2) that is the average of the forces exerted by its two 
adjacent bundles. Once the five forces (𝑓 ) for the five new bundles are evaluated, 
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stiffnesses (𝑘) can be calculated with the previously determined strains (𝜀) using 
Equation 4-7, where 𝜀1 is the spring parameter assumed to be 0.03 for knee 
ligaments [37]. The three PCL bundle stiffnesses were calculated in a similar manner but 
with two fewer equations since only one extra bundle was being added. 
Eq. 4-7   𝑓 = {
𝑘𝜀
4𝜀1
                   0 ≤ 𝜀 ≤ 2𝜀1
𝑘(𝜀 − 𝜀1)              𝜀 > 2𝜀1                
0                         𝜀 < 0               
 
The insertions and reference strains for the single-bundle model (“Single”) were 
calculated as follows: the collateral ligaments simply used the insertions and reference 
strains recorded by Guess, et al. for the msMCL and the mLCL. The single insertion and 
reference strain of the PCL was determined as the average insertion of the aPCL and 
pPCL, and the average of their reference strains, respectively. Since we only needed to 
determine forces for one bundle, only one equation was needed: the force exerted by the 
single bundle would be equal to the force exerted by the entire ligament in the Guess 
model. Once the force was determined, Equation 2 was used to calculate the stiffness for 
each bundle. Ligament parameters used for Single and Multi models are shown in Tables 
4-2 and 4-3, respectively. The new models were validated by comparing their total 
ligament forces exerted at the new reference pose with the total ligament forces exerted 
by the Guess model. Both the Single and Multi models were within a margin of error of 
9% for the PCL, 0.5% for the sMCL, and 0.4% for the LCL when compared to the 
recorded Guess model forces. A visual of all three model complexities is shown in Figure 
4-3. 
Table 4-2:Ligament parameters used for the Single ligament model. 
Ligament Stiffness (N) Reference Strain (%) 
LCL 5014 4.02 
MCL 5250 4.50 




Table 4-3: Ligament parameters used for the Multi ligament model. 
Ligament Stiffness (N) Reference Strain (%) 
aLCL 1157 -2.66 
amLCL 1171 0.68 
mLCL 1175 4.02 
mpLCL 1172 2.66 
pLCL 1182 1.29 
asMCL 1469 -4.30 
amsMCL 1603 0.10 
msMCL 1481 4.50 
mpsMCL 1509 4.47 
psMCL 1105 4.44 
aPCL 7841 -28.6 
mPCL 2554 -27.44 
pPCL 1026 -26.3 
 
Figure 4-3: The three levels of ligament model complexity tested during this study. 
The virtual joint motion simulator allows the user to take advantage of the simulated 
ligament wrapping capabilities over any of the defined meshes in the model. Wrapping 
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can only be simulated around one surface at a time, e.g. a ligament can’t be wrapped 
around both the tibia and the tibial tray. The wrapping is simulated by establishing a 
midpoint attachment site on the wrapping surface that prevents the most penetration by 
the ligament bundle.  In this study, there were three ligament wrapping conditions: one 
with the normal ligament model, a second that simulates the wrapping of the sMCL 
bundles around the tibia without compensating the reference strain, and a third with 
wrapping and compensation. Compensation is done because a wrapped ligament will 
have a longer length at the reference pose. Ideally, the wrapped ligament will to exert the 
same strain as the baseline unwrapped models. The compensated reference strain for the 
wrapped model is calculated using Equation 4-8 and Equation 4-9. First, the zero-load 
length for the wrapped ligament bundle (𝑙0
𝑤) is determined using the reference length of 
the wrapped ligament bundle (𝑙𝑟
𝑤) and the reference strain of the baseline ligament bundle 
(𝜀𝑟
𝑏). The reference strain of the wrapped ligament bundle (𝜀𝑟
𝑤) can then be calculated 
using the wrapped bundle zero-load length and the baseline bundle’s reference length 
(𝑙𝑟
𝑏). A wrapped and unwrapped model are also shown below (Figure 4-5). 
Figure 4-4: Comparison of virtual ligaments without simulating the wrapping of 
the sMCL about the tibia (left), and a virtual ligament model that simulates 
ligament wrapping (right). 
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𝑤 × 100% 
Testing a Computational Knee Model in a Virtual Joint Motion Simulator 
Testing was performed for three levels of model complexity as well as three levels of 
ligament wrapping. This means each loading scenario was performed for the Single, 
Guess, and Multi levels of complexity without simulated wrapping first. Then the loading 
scenarios were repeated for each level of complexity with simple wrapping, and then 
wrapping with compensation. The gimbals to which the femur is attached control flexion-
extension (FE) as well as varus-valgus (VV) rotation, whereas the platen controls all 
degrees of translation and internal-external (IE) rotation by manipulating the tibia. For all 
tests, all DoF except for FE were set to force control mode. Neutral flexion had no forces 
applied and the models were simply flexed from 0° to 90° with data being recorded at 0°, 
15°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. Data was recorded at these same intervals during laxity tests as 
well. Posterior laxity was simulated with a 100 N force applied against the tibia. VV 
laxity was simulated with an 8 Nm torque applied for varus laxity and a -8 Nm torque 
applied for valgus laxity. Internal laxity was tested with a 4 Nm torque applied to the 
tibia, and external laxity used a -4 Nm torque. Loads were selected based on values used 
in the literature for similar laxity testing [85]. Loading is shown in Figure 4-6 below. 
Note that the loads used are not indicative of normal joint contact forces experienced 
during daily motions such as normal gait. In these scenarios total joint contact forces can 
be upwards of 1500 N. However, as demonstrated by this group in a 2021 abstract, 
ligaments only make up as little as 11% of this joint contact force during the stance phase 
of gait [86]. This can increase up to 68% of the total joint contact force during swing 
phase. Since ligaments make up such a small percentage of the joint contact force during 
normal daily motions, our laxity tests use much smaller loads so that ligament 
contributions become more important, and we can draw conclusions that are specific to 
ligament laxity. Testing was done using VIVO Sim’s “Ligament Verification” tool which 
automatically records data including kinematics, contact forces, and ligament forces at 
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each of the aforementioned flexion angles. However, VIVO Sim’s outputted kinematics 
are in terms of the machine parts’ reference frame and in cartesian coordinates. For ease 
of understanding, knee joint kinematics are typically reported in terms of clinically 
relevant rotations using the Grood-Suntay (GS) coordinate system [35]. The GS 
coordinate system is made up of three sets of axes: two fixed to solid bodies and one 
floating axis. The fixed axes are the mechanical axes of both the femur and the tibia. The 
floating axis is a common perpendicular to both fixed axes and moves in relation to both. 
Rotational kinematics were converted from cartesian to (GS) coordinates using the 
method described in their 1983 paper using the MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, 
USA) script found in Appendix A.  For the purposes of this study, we focused solely on 
the resulting kinematics for each of the three models as well as total ligament forces in 
each degree of freedom. 
Figure 4-5: Loading scenarios used for testing including a 100 N posterior force 
acting on the tibia to simulate posterior laxity, 8 Nm torques to simulate varus and 




Ligament Model Complexity 
For the sake of brevity and ease of analysis that may help clarify kinematic effects of 
ligament complexity, ligament model complexity data is averaged over all simulated 
ligament wrapping conditions. For detailed results based solely on either ligament model 
complexity data or simulated ligament wrapping data, refer to Appendix B. During this 
section, laxity was calculated as the absolute difference between kinematics during a 
laxity test, and kinematics during neutral flexion. The figures below compare kinematics 
during each motion for all ligament model complexities. The values in the figures were 
obtained by averaging kinematics of each motion for each ligament model wrapping 
condition, i.e. the data for the Multi model is the average of the kinematic data collected 
with Unwrapped Multi model, the Wrapped Multi model, and the Wrapped & 
Compensated Multi model. From Figure 4-7, we see that posterior motion limits are 
similar between all levels of ligament model complexity. Posterior laxity averaged over 
all points of flexion for the Multi, Guess, and Single models was 4.7±1.5 mm, 
5.7±1.4 mm, and 5.7±1.4 mm, respectively. During mid-flexion we see that increased 
model complexity results in a slight increase in laxity. Neutral flexion kinematics abide 
by similar behaviour to posterior motion limits. In Figure 4-8 it is demonstrated that 
neutral VV kinematics remain relatively constant between levels of ligament model 
complexity. Varus laxities averaged over all points of flexion were 4.1±0.8°, 3.5±0.8°, 
and 3.0±0.5° for the Multi, Guess, and Single models, respectively. The valgus laxities 
for the same were 3.3±0.9°, 3.5±1.2°, and 2.63±0.6°. Overall varus and valgus laxity 
increases with increased ligament model complexity during mid-flexion, though valgus 
laxity was very similar between Multi and Guess models. Figure 4-9 shows that the 
overall internal laxity increases with increased model complexity. Inversely, the external 
laxity decreased with the highest model complexity. Internal laxities averaged over 
flexion were 30.0±7.7°, 25.3±7.0°, and 23.7±4.9° for the Multi, Guess, and Single 
models, respectively. The external laxities for the same were 14.9±2.1°, 19.2±3.9°, and 
18.1±3.4°. Note that the internal and external motion limits remain similar between 
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models but the IE position during neutral flexion varies by being more internally rotated 
with reduced model complexity. 
Forces were also measured during neutral flexion and posterior laxity. Average difference 
in AP ligament force during extension and early flexion (0° and 15° flexion) between 
posterior laxity and neutral flexion motions for the Single, Guess, and Multi models were 
24.62±5.45 N, 12.58±12.29 N, 13.35±6.45 N, respectively. For mid- to late-flexion (30°, 
60°, 90°) these values were far greater at 58.21±17.56 N, 64.76±22.62 N, and 
62.16±21.63 N, respectively. Also of note is the fact that the Single and Guess models 
had ML positions of -23.0 mm and -15.6 mm (tibia is medial relative to femur), 
respectively, at 0° flexion which indicates improper contact between the UHMWPE 
insert and the femoral implant. This is compared to an ML position of -4.09 mm for the 
Multi model. To explain these differences, we will need to consider the difference in 
inferior-superior (IS) ligament forces between neutral flexion and posterior laxity for the 
Single, Guess, and Multi models. These values were 380.71 N, 290.85 N, and 124.34 N, 
respectively. 
Average difference in VV torque exerted by all ligaments between varus laxity and 
neutral flexion was 4.07±0.56 Nm, 4.57±0.79 Nm, and 4.53±0.56 Nm for Single, Guess, 
and Multi models respectively. The differences in VV ligament torques during valgus 
laxity and neutral flexion were 3.66±0.76 Nm, 3.93±1.18 Nm, 3.64±0.73 Nm. During 
neutral flexion, all models exhibited an overall valgus average VV ligament torque. 
These results also affirm that our three ligament models are exerting similar forces and 
torques during varus and valgus laxities. The large standard deviation in the results 





Figure 4-6: Comparison of AP kinematics during posterior laxity between ligament 
complexity models with data averaged over ligament wrapping models. Averaged 




Figure 4-7: Comparison of VV kinematics during varus/valgus laxity between 
ligament complexity models with data averaged over ligament wrapping models. 




Figure 4-8: Comparison of IE kinematics during IE laxity between ligament 
complexity models with data averaged over ligament wrapping models. Averaged IE 
positions during neutral flexion are shown as solid vertical bars. 
Simulated Ligament Wrapping 
Figures 4-10 through 4-12 show kinematics during each motion and how they vary 
between levels of simulated ligament wrapping. Data in these figures is averaged 
between all levels of complexity. This means that the data for the Unwrapped model is 
the average of the kinematic data gathered with the Multi model, the Guess model, and 
the Single models. AP laxity averaged through flexion for the unwrapped, wrapped, and 
wrapped & compensated models was 5.5±0.8 mm, 5.1±1.8 mm, and 5.5±2.0 mm. AP 
position during both neutral flexion and posterior laxity show no clear pattern in relation 
to levels of simulated ligament wrapping. Varus laxities averaged over all five flexion 
angles were 4.0±0.8°, 3.1±0.7°, and 3.5±0.6° for the unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped 
& compensated models, respectively. The valgus laxities for the same were 3.5±1.2°, 
2.4±0.8°, and 3.5±0.9°. At all points of flexion the simple ligament wrapping without 
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compensation proved to have the lowest varus and valgus laxities compared to the 
unwrapped, and the wrapped & compensated models. Though laxities differed, the varus 
motion limit was similar between all models. Varus and valgus laxities were similar 
between the unwrapped and wrapped & compensated model but the wrapped and 
compensated model had a greater valgus motion limit at all points of flexion except 15°. 
For the unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated models the internal laxity 
averaged over all measured points of flexion was 28.0±9.9°, 23.5±6.5°, and 27.4±5.3°. 
The averaged external laxities for the same were 19.1±3.6°, 16.8±4.0°, 16.3±1.8°. In 
general, the simple wrapped model without compensation had the lowest internal and 
motion limits. Neutral IE position was similar between all models except for at 90° of 
flexion. The unwrapped model had the greatest external laxity though all three models 
shared similar external motion limits. 
 
Figure 4-9: Comparison of AP kinematics during posterior laxity between ligament 
complexity models with data averaged over ligament wrapping models. Averaged 




Figure 4-10: Comparison of VV kinematics during varus/valgus laxity between 
ligament complexity models with data averaged over ligament wrapping models. 




Figure 4-11: Comparison of IE kinematics during IE laxity between ligament 
complexity models with data averaged over ligament wrapping models. Averaged IE 
positions during neutral flexion are shown as solid vertical bars. 
 
4.4 Discussion 
The main objective of this study was to compare the resulting kinematics of a 
computational TKA knee model during laxity tests using three different representations 
of ligament model complexity. With the ligament models having been confirmed to 
generate similar forces, particularly the sMCL and the LCL, differences in kinematics 
were likely due to differences in geometry affecting contact force, and the force 
distribution within the ligaments. Though geometries are identical between the three 
ligament conditions, differences in ML and AP position can affect the direction and 
magnitude of contact forces. Furthermore, varied number of bundles to represent 
ligaments can result in changes in force distribution caused by differing origins of 
insertion. Ligament engagement patterns are dependent on their position relative to the 
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femur’s flexion axis [86]. For example, ligaments whose insertions are anterior and 
inferior to the flexion axis will exert a higher force once the knee is flexed. As the knee is 
flexed, these ligaments will be extended which means they will be exerting a greater 
force. Average laxities of the three ligament models fell within one standard deviation of 
each other during all motions. Thus, we cannot conclude that differing the number of 
bundles in a ligament model results in noticeable differences in laxity test kinematics. A 
FEM study by Kwon et al stated that bundle footprint size will not influence TKA knee 
kinematics [58]. Kwon’s model was a finite element model which meant it was capable 
of modelling ligaments as a three-dimensional continuum of material which is analogous 
to an infinite number of one-dimensional bundles. 
Though no clear difference was observed between models, all three knee models 
simulated neutral motions and laxity tests with predictable kinematics and forces. For 
example, we saw an increase in ligament forces during flexion compared to extension 
during posterior laxity. Harfe, et al. identified that collateral ligaments are typically not 
engaged during late flexion, so the ligament forces beyond this point were likely all due 
to the PCL bundles [87]. This is logical as the PCL is responsible for resisting posterior 
translation of the tibia, and thus its contributions will be exaggerated during a posterior 
laxity test [34]. Furthermore, during neutral flexion with all models we witnessed a 
gradual internal rotation of the tibia with respect to the femur. This behaviour can be 
described as the “screw-home mechanism”, which describes how the knee joint tightens 
as the knee is extended which is critical for the knee’s stability in extension. Hallén and 
Lindhal described the mechanism as being influenced by both condyle geometry, and 
cruciate ligament attachment to the medial side of the knee [88]. With all three models 
using identically symmetric condyle geometry, it’s plausible that the difference in 
rotations is due to the varied bundle setup of the PCL. In the healthy knee, the PCL is 
generally represented by two bundles: the anterolateral PCL (aPCL) and the 
posteromedial PCL (pPCL). During neutral motion, it has been suggested that he aPCL 
acts primarily during flexion while the pPCL is more active in extension, however recent 
studies show that the two bundles may work synergistically [82]. In the case of the Single 
model, there is only one bundle whose position is anterior and lateral with respect to the 
pPCL insertion of the Guess model. Thus, the Single model is missing a key stabilizer 
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during flexion of the knee resulting in a more internally rotated knee. Ultimately, the 
presence of these expected knee motions, and no failures during any of the laxity tests 
demonstrate VIVO Sim’s ability to model and simulate TKA knee motions. 
Varus-valgus laxity tests demonstrated the similarity in kinematics between the three 
ligament models. Neutral VV kinematics are heavily dependent on condyle geometry and 
contact forces so observing similar VV positions through neutral flexion is expected [73]. 
When a varus stress is applied, the LCL is engaged to resist the rotation, while the sMCL 
resists any applied valgus torques. With the sMCL being tighter than the LCL in the 
healthy knee, the fact that average varus laxity was greater than average valgus laxity 
comes as no surprise. It was also clearly demonstrated that more bundles resulted in a 
greater varus motion limit, but during valgus laxity testing the Guess model had the 
greatest valgus motion limits. The Guess model’s outlying positions occurred in early 
flexion which is when posterior bundles of the sMCL will be the most engaged, with little 
engagement from the anterior bundles. Since the Single model represents ligaments with 
a single bundle: there is no force distribution. Since the one bundle is positioned anterior 
to the flexion axis it will exert a high force throughout flexion leading to reduced valgus 
motion limit as the knee is flexed. During early flexion, the asMCL bundle of the Guess 
model will likely not be engaged since its strain in extension is well below 0, thus 
allowing for greater valgus motion. One reason we don’t see the same thing in the Multi 
model is the presence of a bundle between the asMCL and the msMCL whose reference 
strain in extension is far greater than that of the asMCL. This bundle, the amsMCL, will 
therefore engage before the asMCL of the Guess model and resist valgus motion earlier 
on during flexion. 
Posterior laxity tests saw similar behaviour between all models in the AP direction, which 
was also true during neutral flexion. However, the tibia in the Guess and Single models 
were positioned extremely laterally compared to the femoral component in full extension 
(i.e., flexion angle = 0°). This resulted in the lateral femoral condyle not being in contact 
with the poly. Since the ligaments in these models were modeled as point-to-point 
springs, the sMCL passes through the tibia, the tibial tray, and the poly meaning the 
sMCL can do little to resist the lateral movement of the femur with respect to the tibia. 
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The ligament tensions in the inferior-superior direction were highest in extension for the 
Single model and lowest for the multi model. Knowing that the sMCL is the tightest 
ligament during extension, we can assume that the sMCL was the largest force 
contributor for all models [87]. With a higher IS force from the sMCL, the femoral and 
tibial attachments are going to try to align coincidentally. Since the geometry prevents 
excessive IS movement, and the applied posterior force prevents AP motion, the only 
way for the tibial and femoral insertions to approach one another is in the ML direction. 
The tibial and femoral insertions of the sMCL are approximately 26 mm apart in the ML 
direction which explains the 22 mm and 15 mm shift under high tensions. The Single and 
Guess models are creating a higher force during the posterior laxity test since they don’t 
have additional bundles with lower reference strains to offset the extension that occurs 
during laxity testing. This motion would be prevented by simulating the sMCL wrapping 
around the tibia, thus preventing the excessive lateral motion of the femur. 
We also used the computational knee model to successfully simulate ligament wrapping 
with the simulation package VIVO Sim. Ligament wrapping of the sMCL about the tibia 
was simulated using a midpoint on the proximal and medial edge of the tibia as defined 
by the virtual joint motion simulator. In the unwrapped model the sMCL simply passes 
directly through bone, UHMWPE insert, and tibial tray geometry between femoral and 
tibial insertions which allowed for excessive lateral movement of the tibia with respect to 
the femur. This limitation of unwrapped models can be clearly seen with the knee in 
extension during posterior laxity. At the worst, the tibia was 22.95 mm medial to its 
reference pose in extension (this was using the Single complexity model). With the 
wrapped model and wrapped & compensated model, this was reduced to below 2 mm. 
Without wrapping, the sMCL ligament tension primarily acts in the medial-lateral 
direction due to a diagonal line of action (Figure 5-11A with the Multi model). 
Furthermore, without wrapping, the only physical boundaries that exist for preventing 
ML movement rely on the surgical implant geometries; the ligaments generate no contact 
restraint against the bone. This demonstrates that simulating wrapping is essential for 
preventing unnatural ML movements from occurring. We also note that the LCL 
insertions also favour pulling the tibia medially with respect to the femur which 
evidences that without wrapping that motion is unopposed. From Figure 5-11B we see 
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that by simulating wrapping, the superior portion of the sMCL acts mainly in the inferior-
superior direction to prevent pulling the tibia medially. The tension that acts on the femur 
(F1) is primarily pulling the femur directly towards the tibia, there is no ML pull. F2 may 
be oriented diagonally with respect to the knee joint but since it is only acting on the tibia 
it will only serve to increase overall tension. There is also a physical constraint: the tibia 
cannot move medially with respect to the femur by a large amount as the sMCL can no 
longer pass through the tibia and implant geometry. 
 
Figure 4-12: Comparison of the line of action through which the sMCL exerts a 
force in the Multi model without wrapping (A) and while simulating wrapping with 
compensation (B). 
An important consideration when simulating ligament wrapping for a computational 
model is to change the reference strain accordingly. The wrapped ligament will be longer 
in extension compared to the unwrapped ligament since it is not traveling a straight path 
from femoral to tibial insertion. However, we must also assume that the sMCL has a 
different zero-load length when it is wrapped otherwise the result will be an extremely 
tight ligament. This was made most clear during valgus laxity tests since the sMCL 
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mainly resists valgus motion of the joint. For all levels of ligament model complexity, the 
wrapped ligament model without compensation allowed for far less valgus motion than 
either the unwrapped or wrapped & compensated ligament models. With an 
uncompensated reference strain, the elongation due to wrapping will cause the sMCL to 
exert a much higher force during all motions. Though it is most obvious during valgus 
laxity when the sMCL is called up the most, we can also see that the VV position during 
neutral flexion is more varus than models with the other two wrapping conditions. This 
indicates a tighter medial side of the joint. However, when compensating for wrapping by 
reducing the reference strain, resulting kinematics rarely varied between unwrapped and 
wrapped & compensated ligament conditions. The exception was neutral flexion 
kinematics of the Guess model, and IE kinematics for the Single model. For the Guess 
model, neutral flexion had a more anterior, valgus, and internally rotated knee with the 
wrapped and compensated model compared to the unwrapped model. With the Single 
model, the wrapped & compensated ligament condition was far more externally rotated 
during neutral flexion. The wrapped & compensated model may offer more laxity during 
neutral flexion due to reduced compression. The wrapped & compensated model is 
designed to undergo the same strain as the unwrapped model, but the force this strain 
creates will be in a slightly different direction. In the unwrapped model the sMCL goes 
directly from the femoral insertion to the tibial, and thus the force it exerts manifests 
primarily as compression. The wrapping makes the ligaments less one-dimensional; now 
some of the exerted force will be in the ML direction as well. A reduction in compression 
may lead to the joint being more lax in all directions. Further work can be done by testing 
motions with compression to reduce the dependency on the sMCL. 
Wrapping without compensation also influenced the posterior motion limit during 
posterior laxity. For all levels of ligament model complexity, the wrapped ligament 
condition without compensation resulted in a more anteriorly positioned posterior motion 
limit for the Single, Guess, and Multi models. The increased force exerted by the 
uncompensated wrapped model prevents excessive motion of the femur with respect to 
the tibia by keeping their origins of insertion in as close proximity as possible. This does 
not affect the IE laxity tests as much since the sMCL insertions are not being pulled apart 
like they are during posterior and valgus laxity tests. 
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A limitation of this study was that results were only obtained from one model. Testing a 
variety of models – differing either in their bone geometry, implant geometry, or surgical 
alignment – would allow for quantitative statistical analysis to be performed and thus 
allow for stronger conclusions to be made. A limitation also exists in the way VIVO Sim 
models ligament wrapping: wrapping can only be made about a single surface. Our model 
had the sMCL wrapping around the tibia which didn’t present any problems during 
motions except for internal laxity. During internal laxity, the tibia would rotate so much 
that the ligament would then pass through the UHMWPE insert and the tibial tray. 
Furthermore, VIVO Sim also only records data at the five points of flexion shown above 
meaning it cannot be used to study continuous motions or flexion up to 120° which can 
be an important clinical marker and is often reported in the literature [16]. Furthermore, 
the loads we used were not indicative of loads experienced by the knee joint during daily 
activities such as gait. Though this step in the study of the knee using the digital twin 
focuses on ligament contributions during joint laxity thus requiring these smaller loads, 
future work should include physiologically relevant loading. 
In summary, we performed simple biomechanical tests on a computational knee model 
with three virtual ligament models of varying complexity. These tests included posterior 
laxity testing, varus-valgus laxity testing, and internal-external laxity testing. Though 
patterns could sometimes be observed between joint laxity and ligament complexity, 
ultimately there was no discernable difference between motion limits during laxity tests 
or neutral motion. However, in specific scenarios such as when the knee is extended 
during posterior laxity tests, the Guess and Single models failed to emulate normal knee 
motion. Thus, we can conclude that all levels of ligament model complexity in this study 
may be used to investigate computational biomechanics, but in certain instances a more 
complex model may provide more accurate knee kinematics. To this author’s knowledge, 
our application of VIVO Sim to analyze multiple virtual ligament models is a novel use. 
We also compared the effect different ligament wrapping techniques had on the 
kinematics during simulated neutral motion and laxity tests within VIVO Sim. We 
showed that if wrapping is simulated without compensating the reference strain, 
kinematics during posterior laxity tests, valgus laxity tests, and neutral flexion are 
affected. This condition makes the knee joint tighter and restricts movement during the 
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aforementioned tests. Simulating wrapping with compensated reference strains gives very 
similar kinematics as when using unwrapped ligaments. However, during certain 
instances such as posterior laxity tests with the knee in extension, a wrapped sMCL 
prevents unnatural motion in the ML direction. We successfully simulated ligament 
wrapping for three levels of ligament model complexity in VIVO Sim for one knee and 
implant geometry. Further testing with different knee and implant geometries or varied 
surgical alignments would be needed to suitably test the significance of these 




5 Using a Computational Knee Model to Examine the 
Biomechanical Effects of Femoral Component 
Malrotation During TKA 
The purpose of Chapter 5 is to use a computational TKA knee model to determine the 
biomechanical effects of malrotation of the femoral component during surgery. This 
chapter begins with a summary of measurements taken and cuts made during a total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA) surgical procedure, as well as the different types of implant 
malalignment that can occur. We then proceed to describe a computational model used to 
carry out biomechanical analysis of the effects femoral implant malrotation can have on a 
TKA knee. The results of this study are shared and then we move into a discussion of 
said results. This chapter concludes with some limitations and next steps to be addressed. 
5.1 Introduction 
TKA surgery is an end stage treatment for those suffering from osteoarthritis in the knee. 
It is an extremely common procedure with over 70 000 being performed each year in 
Canada [2]. An aggressive, invasive surgery, yet precision is key to providing the patient 
with a lasting pain-free knee. Unfortunately, satisfaction rates for TKA surgery (81.4%) 
remain lower than those of comparable surgeries such as total hip replacement surgeries 
90% [4]. Furthermore, patient satisfaction rates remain low during functional motions 
with one study reporting up to 52% of patients being unsatisfied [3]. Dissatisfaction, 
continued pain, or implant wear can all contribute to revision surgery. These surgeries are 
more costly to the healthcare system and pose a greater risk to the patient, yet revision 
rates climb in the years following TKA surgery [2]. One possible cause of these poor 
outcomes is poor alignment of implants during TKA surgery [28]. Malalignment can 
occur in any degree of freedom, but to fully understand how an implant can become 
poorly aligned we must first discuss what a properly aligned implant looks like. 
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The alignment type used in this study is the classical mechanical alignment, which 
achieves a balanced force distribution by achieving a 0° hip-knee-ankle (HKA) 
angle [19], [59]. Figure 5-1 shows a femur and tibia following resections for mechanical 
alignment.  
Figure 5-1: A resected femur and tibia prepared for mechanical 
alignment. Cuts made perpendicular to the bones' mechanical axes 
result in a hip-knee-angle (HKA) of 0°. The HKA is shown as a 
black dashed line. 
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This also ensures that implant wear is evenly distributed which minimizes asymmetrical 
implant wear [19]. However, the natural HKA angle is not necessarily 0°; it’s closer to 
2°-3°. In fact, a 2012 study by Bellemans et al has shown that 32% of men and 17% of 
women observed have knee joint angles greater than 3° [60]. Fahlman et al recently 
found that 81.8% of observed subjects had the same alignment in both knees [22]. 
Achieving neutral knee alignment is done by making resections perpendicular to the 
mechanical axes of both the femur and the tibia [19]. The mechanical axis of the femur is 
defined as the line that passes from the center of the femoral head through the 
intercondylar notch of the distal femur (Figure 5-2). The tibia’s mechanical axis passes 
from the center of the ankle through the center of the proximal tibia [59].  
Additionally, there is a femoral component rotation which is done with respect to one of 
four reference lines: the trans-sulcus axis (TSA, better known as Whiteside’s line), the 
surgical transepicondylar axis (sTEA), the anatomical transepicondylar axis (TEA), and 
the posterior condyle axis (PCA) [66]. For this study we reference the PCA to determine 
the rotation as it is the easiest to determine without the help of radiographic images. The 
Figure 5-2: Mechanical axes of both the femur (left) and the tibia 
(right) shown as dashed lines with reference points being red dots. 
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femur will be rotated externally by 3.0±1.2° with respect to the femoral component which 
has been shown to reduce the need for lateral retinacular release [68], [69]. Anything 
more internally or externally rotated is said to be a malalignment which can affect early 
patient reported outcomes [70]. The tibial resection is also made with a 5° posterior slope 
to reduce collateral ligament strain as the knee is flexed and to keep the joint 
balanced [89].  
Unfortunately, errors in any of these measurements can lead to malignment. Additionally, 
subject-specific component alignment has been found to achieve joint-contact forces that 
better replicate those of the healthy knee, but subject-specific is not always possible in 
practice [28]. Ritter, et al. also found that failure was likely for alignments that caused an 
extremely valgus (≥8°) knee joint angle (HKA) [65].  Though varus-valgus (VV) 
alignment is important, the rotational alignment of the femoral is said to be one of the 
most important factors in TKA due to the negative consequences associated with its 
malalignment including lateral tilting, and the subluxation and dislocation of the patella 
with internally rotated femoral component malalignment. An implant that is rotated too 
far externally can lead to an increased medial flexion gap resulting in instability during 
flexion [90]. The objective of this study is to assess the kinematics of the TKA knee with 
over- and under-rotated femoral components and compare that to a baseline TKA knee 
model with a femoral component internally rotated by 3°. Literature seems to agree that 
an over-internally rotated femoral component lends the knee to poor outcomes [64]. We 
anticipate that this study will show that these outcomes are due to an imbalance in 
ligament forces during late flexion, with medial soft tissues under-contributing. 
Therefore, we expect to see a larger difference in kinematics the more the knee is flexed. 
Externally rotating the femoral component will tighten the medial side of the joint during 
late flexion which may lead to a more varus knee. Under-rotating the femoral component 
will likely lead to a more lax joint in late flexion, resulting in a laterally tilted knee joint. 
However, a biomechanical analysis has yet to be performed to investigate what role 




The computational knee model used for this study was adapted from one developed by 
Guess et al. and modified as described previously to investigate knee ligament mechanics 
and meniscal loading following ACL release [39], [43]. Bony geometry and ligament 
insertion data were acquired from the magnetic resonance imaging of a 29-year-old 
female’s healthy right knee (height = 170 cm, weight 70 kg). We subjected the virtual, 
healthy knee to a simulated TKA surgery using mechanically aligned implants. 
Mechanical alignment requires cuts to be made perpendicular to both the tibia and 
femur’s mechanical axes within the coronal plane. The femur’s mechanical axis was 
identified by sphere-fitting both condyles as well as the femoral head. The axis was the 
line that passed through the center of the sphere-fit of the femoral head, and the midpoint 
of the centers of the sphere-fits of the two condyles. The tibial mechanical axis was the 
one that passed through the midpoint of the two malleoli extremities, and the center of the 
tibial plateau. We also angled the tibial cut by 5° posteriorly in the transverse plane. 
Following the resections, implant geometries were affixed to our femur and tibia. Implant 
geometries were for a Triathlon Cruciate Retaining (CR) implant (Stryker Corporation, 
Kalamazoo, MI, USA) which includes a size 3 femoral component, size 3 tibial insert, 
and an 11 mm CR Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) insert. This 
was the only TKA component geometry used in this study. The CR femoral implant 
geometry uses a single radius implant design; a multi radius implant design could have 
different kinematic outcomes due to decreased varus-valgus stability [91]. Other implants 
Femoral component rotation was done by comparing the posterior condyle axes (PCAs) 
of both the femur and the femoral condyles (Figure 5-3). These axes were determined as 
the lines that connected the posterior-most points on each of the femur’s/femoral 
implant’s condyles. The femoral implant was then rotated externally by 3° with respect to 
the femurs PCA [90]. We also designed two more models with identical bony and 
implant geometry whose femoral implants were rotated externally by 1.5° and 4.5° for 
our internal, and external model, respectively (Figure 5-4). Implant placement and sizing 




Figure 5-3: Posterior condyle axes of the femoral implant (left) and the femur 
(right). 
 
Figure 5-4: Femoral component rotations with a 1.5° internal rotation (left), 3° 
internal rotation (middle), and 4.5° internal rotation (right). The 4.5° internal 
rotation is over-rotated, and the 1.5° is externally rotated with respect to the 
baseline. The differences are slight but overlapping or gapping is identified with a 
red circle. This did not affect contact forces. 
This computational model was loaded into the software package VIVO Sim Visualization 
Software (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) – herein referred 
to as VIVO Sim – in order to apply a virtual ligament model and simulate various motion 
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tests. VIVO Sim operates similarly to the AMTI VIVO 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF) Joint 
Motion Simulator (Ibid), in that motion in each DoF can be operated independently and in 
either force- or displacement-control mode. Contact was defined between the UHMWPE 
insert and the femoral component, and though material properties cannot be defined in 
VIVO Sim, coefficient of friction used was µ = 0.04. This value is defined in the 
literature as the coefficient of friction between polyethylene and cobalt-chrome, which 
are the two contact surfaces in a TKA knee [54].  
The virtual ligament model used was also adapted from Guess et al. who included 
parameters for fourteen bundles in order to define seven ligaments. Parameters included 
tibial and femoral insertions, zero-load lengths, and stiffnesses. VIVO Sim defines 
ligaments based on insertions, stiffnesses, and reference strains. The latter of which can 
be calculated from the zero-load length. Our virtual ligament model only retained the 
superficial medial collateral ligament (sMCL), lateral collateral ligament (LCL), and 
posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). Other ligaments such as the anterior cruciate ligament, 
the posterior oblique ligament, and the deep MCL were not included in our model as they 
are routinely released during TKA surgery [73], [92]. The original Guess model 
contained three bundles to represent the sMCL, three bundles to represent the LCL, and 
two bundles to represent the PCL. We adapted this by adding two additional bundles to 
the collateral ligaments and added one bundle to the PCL. Additional bundles better 
represent natural ligaments that are made up of many individual fibers. In fact, Kiapour et 
al. that a uniaxial elastic representation of a ligament models knee ligaments poorly 
compared to other techniques [55]. Thus, our model will also include ligament wrapping. 
Ligament wrapping will only need to be simulated for the sMCL whose point-to-point 
path from femoral to tibial insertion passes directly through the tibia, the tibial tray, and 
the UHMWPE insert. This ligament wrapping was simulated about the tibia. The original 
Guess model was expanded to include five bundles for the sMCL and the LCL, as well as 
using three bundles to represent the PCL. Stiffness and reference strain values are shown 
below in Table 5-1. Note that a negative reference strain does not mean a ligament bundle 
is compressed. It is simply a way to illustrate how slack the ligament bundle is so that the 
system knows at which change in length (strain) that ligament will become engaged. 
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Table 5-1: Ligament parameters for virtual ligament model. 
Ligament Stiffness (N) 
Reference Strain 
(%) 
aLCL 1157 -2.66 
amLCL 1171 0.68 
mLCL 1175 4.02 
mpLCL 1172 2.66 
pLCL 1182 1.29 
asMCL 1469 -4.30 
amsMCL 1603 0.10 
msMCL 1481 4.50 
mpsMCL 1509 4.47 
psMCL 1105 4.44 
aPCL 7841 -28.60 
mPCL 2554 -27.44 
pPCL 1026 -26.30 
Our knee models with all three femoral implant rotation conditions were then subjected 
to six motions via automated testing within VIVO Sim: neutral flexion, posterior laxity, 
varus and valgus (VV) laxity, and internal and external (IE) laxity. Neutral laxity was 
simple flexion of between 0° and 90° without any applied forces acting on the knee. 
Laxity tests were done discretely at flexion angles of 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° with an 
applied force that differed between each test. Posterior laxity testing includes a 100 N 
force acting posteriorly against the tibia. Varus and valgus laxity tests were simulated by 
applying a ±8 Nm torque to the femur. Internal and external laxity were simulated with 
±4 Nm torques. Kinematic and force data in all degrees of freedom is automatically 







We saw similar anterior-posterior (AP) kinematics during both neutral flexion and 
posterior laxity for all three models, as shown in Figure 5-5. Laxity during all motions 
was calculated as the absolute difference between kinematics during neutral flexion, and 
kinematics during the laxity test. Average laxities during the posterior laxity test for the 
externally rotated model (external), the baseline model (baseline), and the internally 
rotated model (internal) were 4.2±0.8 mm, 4.2±0.3 mm, and 4.6±0.5 mm, respectively. 
From Figure 6-6 the total ligament forces acting in the AP direction are shown, and they 
are also similar between all models. The difference in average ligament tensions in the 
AP direction between neutral flexion and the posterior laxity test for the external, 
baseline, and internal models during early flexion (0°-15°) were 11.6±13.4 N, 
14.0±10.1 N, and 7.5±5.9 N respectively. During flexion (30° to 90°) the average 




Figure 5-5: AP kinematics for three computational knee models with varied femoral 
implant rotation during posterior laxity. Baseline has a femoral component internal 
rotation of 3°, internal is over-rotated to 4.5° and external was under-rotated to 1.5°. 
AP position during neutral flexion is denoted with a solid vertical bar. Negative 




Figure 5-6: Net ligament forces in the AP direction for three computational knee 
models with varied femoral implant rotation during posterior laxity. Baseline has a 
femoral component internal rotation of 3°, internal is over-rotated to 4.5° and 
external was under-rotated to 1.5°. AP ligament forces during neutral flexion are 
denoted with a solid vertical bar. Negative values denote a ligament tension that 
pulls the tibia anteriorly. 
Varus-Valgus Laxity 
From Figure 5-7 we can see that varus-valgus (VV) kinematics are similar between 0° 
and 30° of flexion, but during late flexion we see that the more externally rotated femoral 
implants lead to a more varus knee. This pattern is even more apparent during neutral 
flexion. Average varus laxities were 3.8±0.8°, 4.0±0.6°, and 3.6±0.6° for the external, 
baseline, and internal models, respectively. The average valgus laxities for the same were 
4.1±0.9°, 3.5±0.6°, 4.2±0.6°. Figure 5-8 shows that ligament tensions in the VV direction 
don’t follow as clear of a pattern. Particularly, ligament tensions during valgus laxity 
(positive tensions), which are relatively even between all three models. Average absolute 
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differences in ligament tensions acting in the VV direction between neutral motion and 
varus laxity test were 4.5±0.8 Nm, 4.8±0.4 Nm, and 3.6±0.3 Nm. The average differences 
in ligament tensions between neutral motion and valgus laxity were 4.0±0.9 Nm, 
3.1±0.5 Nm, and 4.3±0.4 Nm for the same. The baseline differences are varied due to 
forces during neutral motion, which pull more varus than either the internally or 
externally rotated models. 
 
Figure 5-7: VV kinematics for three computational knee models with varied femoral 
implant rotation during posterior laxity. Baseline has a femoral component internal 
rotation of 3°, internal is over-rotated to 4.5° and external was under-rotated to 1.5°. 
VV position during neutral flexion is denoted with a solid vertical bar. Negative 




Figure 5-8: Net torque due to ligaments in the VV direction for three computational 
knee models with varied femoral implant rotation during posterior laxity. Baseline 
has a femoral component internal rotation of 3°, internal is over-rotated to 4.5° and 
external was under-rotated to 1.5°. VV ligament forces during neutral flexion are 
denoted with a solid vertical bar. Negative values denote a ligament tension that 
pulls the femur valgus. 
Internal-External Laxity 
Internal-external (IE) kinematics during neutral flexion and IE laxity tests are described 
in Figure 5-9 for all three conditions of model rotation. We see similar kinematics 
between all conditions during neutral flexion, and external laxity. During late flexion 
with an internal torque applied to the knee, the internally rotated component results in a 
tighter knee. Average internal laxity was 33.6±3.4°, 32.6±4.6°, and 31.4±5.1° for the 
external, baseline, and internal models, respectively. The corresponding external laxities 
were 13.1±1.4°, 12.7±1.9°, 12.6±1.9°. IE ligament tensions were not affected by either 
over- or under-rotated femoral components. Average difference in IE ligament tensions 
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between neutral flexion and internal laxity were 1.1±0.2 Nm, 1.3±0.3 Nm, 0.9±0.1 Nm 
for the external, baseline, and internal models, respectively. During external laxity these 
differences were 2.2±0.1Nm, 2.6±0.1 Nm, 2.9±0.2 Nm for the same. 
 
Figure 5-9: IE kinematics for three computational knee models with varied femoral 
implant rotation during posterior laxity. Baseline has a femoral component internal 
rotation of 3°, internal is over-rotated to 4.5° and external was under-rotated to 1.5°. 
IE position during neutral flexion is denoted with a solid vertical bar. Negative 




Figure 5-10: Net torques due to ligaments in the IE direction for three 
computational knee models with varied femoral implant rotation during posterior 
laxity. Baseline has a femoral component internal rotation of 3°, internal is over-
rotated to 4.5° and external was under-rotated to 1.5°. IE ligament forces during 
neutral flexion are denoted with a solid vertical bar. Negative values denote a 
ligament tension that pulls the tibia internally. 
5.4 Discussion 
This study examined the biomechanical effects of varied femoral implant rotation 
following TKA surgery. This biomechanical testing was done using a novel application 
of joint simulation software that previously only accompanied a physical joint motion 
simulator. We predicted that the effect of malrotation would be most noticeable during 
late flexion, as an IE rotation in extension will manifest as a varus or valgus rotation once 
the knee is flexed to the point of the condyles being in contact with the UHMWPE insert. 
This was reflected in the kinematic results obtained during varus and valgus laxity, as 
well as during internal laxity.  
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During varus and valgus laxities, as well as during neutral flexion, under-internally 
rotated implants lead to a more varus knee. Figure 5-11 demonstrates how an external 
rotation in extension will manifest as a valgus rotation in flexion. In flexion, this 
effectively increases the joint gap on the lateral side while reducing the joint gap on the 
medial side. This results in an overall varus knee. If the medial joint gap is reduced, the 
sMCL insertions will be closer together leading to a reduced strain and thus lower tension 
in extension. The sMCL will exert tension in the inferior-superior (IS) direction – which 
serves to reduce the joint – but it will also exert a small varus torque. Similarly, the LCL 
exerts a valgus torque in the VV degree of freedom. If an externally rotated implant 
reduces the separation of insertions on the medial side thereby reducing the strain exerted 
by the sMCL and increasing the strain exerted by the LCL, then it is logical that the 
external model’s ligaments exerted a higher torque during varus laxity. 
 
Figure 5-11: Externally rotating the femoral component with respect to the femur in 
extension results in a valgus component once the knee is flexed. This results in a 
more varus knee. 
Inversely, a more internally rotated femoral component will become varus in deep 
flexion. This increases the medial joint gap and reduces the lateral joint gap resulting in a 
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more valgus knee. This leads to increased force contribution from the sMCL, and a 
reduced contribution from the LCL which manifests as a lesser overall ligament torque 
during varus laxity as seen in Figure 5-4 in the results section. Interestingly, component 
malrotation seemed to have little influence on knee kinematics during both neutral 
flexion and valgus laxity tests. This is likely due to the dominance of the force exerted by 
the sMCL during these motions. With no other forces acting on the knee, the medial side 
will tighter in both the healthy and the TKA knee due to medial side ligaments exerting 
higher forces than their lateral counterparts [87], [93]. This describes neutral flexion, 
which is simple flexion sans applied forces, and during valgus laxity, the medial side of 
the joint is opened up increasing the strain on the medial ligaments and reducing the 
strain on the lateral side ligaments. Jeffcote et al. demonstrated that the MCL strain will 
be greater than that of the LCL during neutral flexion in a balanced TKA knee [94]. This 
fact combined with the greater stiffness of sMCL bundles compared to the stiffnesses of 
the LCL bundles proves that the sMCL will be exerting a much higher force except for 
motions where the LCL is forced to be engaged such as varus laxity. Our results show 
that during motions where the sMCL is clearly more engaged than the LCL, the effect of 
rotational malalignment is difficult to discern. This suggests that for femoral component 
rotations between 1.5°-4.5°, ligament balancing can reduce the effect of malrotation 
during some motions. 
We also showed that femoral component malrotation had an effect during internal laxity 
testing at points of late flexion including 60° and 90°. The greater the femoral component 
rotation, the greater the internal laxity of the knee as shown in Figure 6-5. There is an 
opposite but much smaller effect during external rotation. Component malrotation seems 
to have no effect on the knee’s IE position during neutral flexion. The kinematic effect of 
malrotation is easily explained by the fact that the externally rotated model’s ligaments 
exert a weaker external torque to resist the applied internal torque. This is exhibited 
clearly at 60° and 90° in Figure 6-6. One of the functions of both collateral ligaments is 
to resist unusual internal and external motion. We’ve already addressed how the sMCL 
will contribute a higher force than the LCL, so anytime the sMCL force increases the 
entire ligament force contribution will increase. As discussed, an internally rotated 
component increases the gap between femoral and tibial sMCL insertions, effectively 
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increasing the force exerted by that ligament. An overall increase in force means there is 
more resistance to the internal torque applied. This led to a tighter internal model, and a 
more lax external model during the internal laxity test at late flexion.  
Overall, component malrotation did not have a noticeable effect on either AP kinematics 
or mechanics during either neutral flexion or posterior laxity. The key soft tissue force 
contributor in AP direction following a cruciate-retaining TKA is the PCL [95]. Due to 
the PCL insertions’ proximity to the femur’s center of rotation, PCL strain patterns will 
not be as deeply affected by implant rotations in either IE or VV degrees of freedom. 
Furthermore, during posterior laxity contact between implants occurs at the anterior lip of 
the UHMWPE insert and the anterior-facing surface of the femoral component – which is 
the inferior surface of the femoral component as the knee is flexed. A small IE rotation of 
the femoral component will not be enough to drastically change these contact surfaces, 
thus the AP position during posterior laxity will not be influenced by femoral component 
malrotation. However, a poorly aligned femoral component in the sagittal could lead to a 
change in kinematics within the AP degree of freedom [64]. 
A limitation of this study was that results were only obtained from one model. Testing 
more models with different knee geometries or kinematically aligned implants would 
allow for quantitative statistical analysis to be performed and thus allow for stronger 
conclusions to be made. Wrapping in VIVO Sim is also limited to a single surface which 
didn’t pose an issue except during internal laxity testing. During internal laxity, the tibia 
would rotate so much that the ligament was in a position where it could pass through the 
UHMWPE insert and the tibial tray. Furthermore, VIVO Sim also only records data at the 
five points of flexion shown above meaning it cannot be used to study continuous 
motions or flexion up to 120° which can be an important clinical marker and is often 
reported in the literature [16]. VIVO Sim also only records ligament force data as total 
tension of all ligaments (sMCL, LCL, and PCL) within a specific degree of freedom. 
Having tensions exerted by each individual bundle would have provided additional data 
to better analyze results. Obtaining individual bundle tension values is possible within 
VIVO Sim, but not during automated motions and thus incurs a huge time cost. Another 
limitation would be the subject used to create the model. Though TKA surgeries are not 
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unheard of in younger populations, the majority of TKAs are performed on patients over 
the age of fifty so using a 29-year-old’s bone geometry may limit the generalizability of 
the study [24]. 
In summary, we compared the biomechanical effects of femoral component malrotation 
during TKA surgery using the visualization software VIVO Sim. We demonstrated that 
either under- or over-rotating the femoral component has a clear effect on VV kinematics 
during neutral flexion, varus laxity tests, and valgus laxity tests. It also affects total 
ligament tensions during varus laxity, though the impact of the sMCL reduces the 
malrotation effect on ligament forces during valgus laxity and neutral flexion. 
Malrotation also influences internal motion limits and IE forces during internal laxity 
tests. We successfully simulated motion for a TKA knee to examine the effects of 
femoral component malrotation. However, malrotation seemed to have little influence 
over most motions so future testing could examine more extreme malrotation beyond 




6 General Summary and Future Works 
This chapter summarizes the objectives and hypotheses of this thesis and the experiments 
conducted to realize those objectives. Limitations and strengths are also addressed in this 
study. Additionally, the future directions that this study can take and its significance for 
biomechanical analysis of TKA knees is considered. 
6.1 Summary 
Total knee arthroplasty is a common surgical procedure performed as an end-stage 
treatment option for patients suffering from knee osteoarthritis. However, patient 
satisfaction rates remain low relative to other joint arthroplasties and unicondylar knee 
arthroplasty demonstrating a need to better understand the loads crossing the post-TKA 
knee joint. A cost-effective and time-efficient way to study knee biomechanics is 
computational modelling. Though computational modelling lacks the biological accuracy 
of in vivo and cadaver studies that use joint motion simulators, it benefits from being 
easily repeatable, cheaper, and it has the capacity to perform parametric analysis. 
Furthermore, computational models are able to examine all loads acting on the knee in 
detail, something that is unable to be done on either cadaver or in vivo knees. Despite 
being a popular study design for knee biomechanics, computational knee models vary 
heavily in how they represent ligaments. Everything from ligament parameters like 
stiffness and reference strain, to the number of bundles used to represent each ligament 
can change from study to study. Thus, there is a need to examine the different 
biomechanical effects different ligament modelling strategies can have on a TKA knee 
model. This study established a computational knee model in simulation software that is 
typically used in tandem with a physical joint motion simulator (the AMTI VIVO). This 
was a novel use for the simulation software (VIVO Sim) and therefore the computational 
model had to be validated against a similar study using the physical joint motion 
simulator. After validation this computational knee model was used to examine the 
effects of ligament model complexity as a function of the number of bundles used to 
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represent each ligament, as well as the biomechanical effects of simulated ligament 
wrapping. This computational model was then used to examine the kinematic effects of 
TKA component malrotation and how it influences ligament force contributions.  
In Chapter 3, the capacity VIVO Sim to be used as a virtual joint motion simulator for a 
rigid-body computational TKA knee model was assessed by comparing kinematics to an 
identical knee used in a live experiment using the physical joint motion simulator. The 
hypothesis was that kinematics would be nearly identical as the two models were based 
on the same knee and TKA implant geometries, and they also used identical virtual 
ligament models. Results showed nearly identical kinematics during posterior laxity, 
varus laxity, and valgus laxity. Similarly, ligament tensions of the virtual model reflected 
those of the experimental model. Correlations for kinematics and ligament tensions 
between the two models were greater than R = 0.85 except for ligament tension during 
valgus laxity. Thus, we concluded that VIVO Sim was able to be operated as an 
independent virtual joint motion simulator in TKA knee studies. 
Chapter 4 examined the kinematic effects of various ligament modelling strategies. The 
primary objective was to assess the kinematic effect of ligament model complexity. 
Ligament model complexity was determined by the number of bundles used to model 
collateral ligaments (1, 3, or 5 bundles) and the posterior cruciate ligament (1, 2, or 3 
bundles). Overall model complexity did not influence TKA knee kinematics, however in 
specific instances during posterior laxity with the knee in extension it prevented unnatural 
motions. When simulating ligament wrapping, these rare unnatural motions were 
corrected. However, simulating ligament wrapping without correctly compensating for 
the increased length with a reduced reference strain resulted in a much tighter joint than 
either the unwrapped, or the wrapped & compensated models. Overall, the wrapped & 
compensated model had similar behaviour to the unwrapped model. This again suggests 
that wrapping is not necessary except during posterior laxity with the knee in extension. 
With increased confidence, our computational model was then used to investigate 
femoral component malalignment in Chapter 5. We used our Multi ligament model while 
simulating wrapping with compensation for this study. The model was tested with the 
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femoral component in the correct position (externally rotated by 3° with respect to the 
femur), as well as with the femoral component under- and over-rotated by 1.5° – an 
external rotation of 1.5° and 4.5°, respectively. We found that a malrotation had a more 
noticeable effect on kinematics when the knee was flexed beyond 30°. Malrotation 
specifically affects varus-valgus and internal-external positions of the knee. These 
changes in kinematics are likely due to changes in forces exerted by ligaments due to 
changes in the distance between femoral and tibial insertions. 
This work has demonstrated that varied levels of virtual ligament model complexity are 
valid for modelling the TKA knee except during particular motions when a more 
complex ligament model performs better. If ligament wrapping is simulated, reference 
strain must be lowered to compensate. However, the compensated model will provide 
similar kinematics to an unwrapped ligament model. The work also provided a 
connection between varied kinematics due to femoral TKA component malrotation and 
changes in exerted ligament forces. 
6.2 Limitations and Strengths 
This work had some limitations associated with the virtual joint simulator used. VIVO 
Sim is limited in the type of data it collects. For instance, it only outputs net ligament 
forces within a given degree of freedom, not the individual ligament bundle tensions. 
These data would have aided with a more precise analysis of the soft tissue forces acting 
on the knee during all loading scenarios which would have been particularly useful 
during Chapter 5’s study. The force contribution of individual bundles could be 
determined using the initial tibial and femoral insertions and the kinematic data in all six 
degrees of freedom at any given point of flexion. Furthermore, automated testing could 
only be done for discrete motions with data recorded at flexion angles of 0°, 15°, 30°, 
60°, and 90°. This also limits us to studying motion within ninety degrees of flexion, 
while many range of motion studies examine flexion up to 120° [16], [17]. Flexion 
beyond 90° can be of particular interest when examining PCL force contributions since it 
is most engaged during late flexion under loading [96]. Note that the virtual simulator can 
provide these data but it must be extracted manually (as opposed to through automated 
testing) which is extremely inefficient. Finally, while VIVO Sim can quantify contact 
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force, it is unable to identify contact location upon the contact surfaces which would be 
limiting for studies investigating implant wear.  
These studies only examined the tibiofemoral joint and thus neglected the patellofemoral 
joint. This has more significant implications for the study of component malrotation as 
many of the negative outcomes associated with component malrotation are related to 
patellar tracking, e.g. the subluxation of the patella [70]. VIVO Sim has the capability to 
model the patella and patellar ligaments and thus this should be included in future 
malrotation studies. 
All motions tested in this thesis were quasi-static, meaning motions were discrete with 
data being recoded at each interval rather than being continuous without interruption to 
collect data, e.g., in vivo recording of gait kinematics. While quasi-static loading is a 
viable means of investigating knee motion, its constant strain rate will ignore any 
viscoelastic ligament behaviour which is affected by strain rate [51]. 
Another limitation of this study is the fact that only one model was tested. This makes it 
difficult to generalize our results. Thus, our work would benefit from testing varied 
models with either different bone geometry, implant geometry, or surgical alignment 
used. However, one model is common in parametric analysis studies such as this one. 
Despite the limitations, our study contained many strengths. Most of which are associated 
with the novelty with the type of work we did. Other studies have done work to assess the 
effect of ligament model complexity, but none have looked at ligament complexity as a 
function of the number of bundles used in the virtual ligament model. For example, work 
has been done to assess the best way to represent ligaments when using finite element 
modelling and has found that more complex is better [57]. However, our work is specific 
to simple rigid-body computational models that do not have the capacity to model 
ligaments as a three-dimensional continuum of pre-defined material. Additionally, there 
has been little work done to investigate the kinematic effects of simulated ligament 
wrapping within computational models, despite many computational models applying 
this technique.  
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There have been many clinical studies on the resulting effects of poorly aligned femoral 
components during TKA [30], [65], [68], [90], [97]. However, none of these studies 
provide a biomechanical analysis to quantify the effects of malrotation, rather, they focus 
on important qualitative markers like patient satisfaction and surgery revision rates. Thus, 
one of this work’s strengths is being able to quantify the kinematic effect of these 
malrotations. 
Though there were some limitations associated with the virtual joint motion simulator, 
there were benefits to using it as well. There have been many studies investigating 
ligament modelling techniques for finite element models, however finite element 
modelling can be computationally costly and thus inefficient on most devices [54]–[56]. 
Ligament models were extremely easy to edit within the virtual which made testing the 
ligament wrapping conditions extremely efficient. Furthermore, testing was automated 
and multiple models could be tested on a single device which maximized efficiency. 
6.3 Future Work 
As mentioned above, the current studies would benefit from repeated motion testing with 
additional varied models. These models could use different bone geometry, or even more 
simply they could use a different TKA alignment (e.g., kinematic versus mechanical 
alignment). With more models tested, the conclusions made in these studies would be 
strengthened. Furthermore, we could perform quantitative statistical analysis on the data 
as opposed to the descriptive statistics used in this work. 
As this was the first work done using this virtual joint motion simulator, there are a 
number of areas that could be focused on in the future. Since our work demonstrated that 
levels of ligament model complexity and simulated ligament wrapping techniques 
provided similar kinematics for discrete laxity tests, studies could be done to assess the 
effect of ligament modelling techniques during continuous motions or activities of daily 
living. This includes testing using more physiologically relevant loads. Also related to 
ligament modelling is the goal of extracting individual bundle contributions as opposed to 
only using net ligament forces. With the original insertions and kinematic data at each 
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point of flexion, ligament force contributions can be determined for each individual 
ligament bundle. 
We defined the kinematic effects of component malrotation, but alignment within the 
coronal plane is also a topic of interest within the literature. Thus quantifying the 
kinematics and ligament forces exerted following coronal malrotation could also be of 
interest.  
VIVO Sim could also be used to investigate other questions related to the TKA knee. 
This can include questions investigating alignment types (mechanical versus kinematic), 
and how ligament modelling techniques vary between them. We also used CR TKA 
components, but a number of other implant geometries exist. Thus we could compare CR 
kinematics to posterior-stabilized TKA as well as newer medial pivot implants. 
6.4 Significance 
This study is the first to use the simulation package VIVO Sim as an independent joint 
motion simulator. The only other mention of it in the literature are an abstract by its 
creator describing its functionality [75]. It has also been used as a visualization tool in 
tandem with its physical counterpart [85]. However this work demonstrates the virtual 
simulator’s capacity to operate on its own to conduct meaningful biomechanical analysis. 
Furthermore, this work is the first to assess the kinematic effect of ligament model 
complexity as a function of number of bundles used, specifically for rigid-body models. 
We also quantified the effect of different simulated ligament wrapping techniques which 
does not exist in the literature as far as this author knows. This study concluded that 
outside of unique scenarios, ligament modelling techniques resulted in very similar 
kinematics. This work also provided kinematic and mechanical reasoning behind 
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The following appendix contains the MATLAB script used to convert cartesian kinematic 
rotations outputted from VIVO Sim into clinical rotations as described by Grood and 
Suntay [35]. 
 
function [alpha, beta, gamma] = 
VIVOSim_to_GS_V3(ML,AP,IS,FE,VV,IE) 
% the purpose of this script is to convert inputted 
coordinates from 
% machine actuator coordinates from a cartesian 
coordinate system to 
  
%% Define femoral (I,J,K) and tibial (i,j,k) coordinate 
systems at ref pose 
  
I_ref = [1 0 0]; i_ref = I_ref; 
J_ref = [0 1 0]; j_ref = J_ref; 
K_ref = [0 0 1]; k_ref = K_ref; 
  
%% Build transformation matrix for each bone 
% tibia: ML, AP, IS, IE, 
% femur: FE, VV 
Rx1 = [1 0 0; 
    0 cosd(18) -sind(18); 
    0 sind(18) cosd(18)]; 
  
Rx2 = [1 0 0; 
    0 cosd(FE-18) -sind(FE-18); 
    0 sind(FE-18) cosd(FE-18)]; 
  
Ry = [cosd(VV) 0 sind(VV); 
    0 1 0; 
    -sind(VV) 0 cosd(VV)]; 
  
  
Rz = [cosd(IE) -sind(IE) 0; 
    sind(IE) cosd(IE) 0; 




R_fem = Rx1*Ry*Rx2; % apply rotations in XY sequence 
R_tib = Rz.'; 
clear Rx Ry Rz 
  
T_tib = zeros(4,4); 
T_tib(1:4,1:3) = [R_tib; 0 0 0]; 
T_tib(1:4,4) = [ML;AP;IS;1]; 




%% Transform reference coordinate system 
 
% femur 
I = I_ref*R_fem; 
J = J_ref*R_fem; 
K = K_ref*R_fem; 
  
%tibia 
i = [i_ref 1]*T_tib; 
i = i(1:3); 
  
j = [j_ref 1]*T_tib; 
j = j(1:3); 
  
k = [k_ref 1]*T_tib; 
k = k(1:3); 
  
%% Build GS matrix and extract clinical rotations (from 
GS paper) 
  
RT = [dot(I,i) dot(J,i) dot(K,i); 
    dot(I,j) dot(J,j) dot(K,j); 
    dot(I,k) dot(J,k) dot(K,k)]; 
     
% alpha --> FE rotation 
% beta --> VV rotation 
% gamma --> IE rotation 
  
% I*k = cos(beta) 
beta1 = acosd(RT(3,1)); 
beta = 90-beta1; 
  
% I*j = sin(gamma)sin(beta) 




% K*k = cos(alpha)sin(beta) 
alpha = acosd(RT(3,3)/sind(beta1)); 
 
Appendix B 
The following appendix contains detailed kinematic results for individual computational 
knee models: either varied in ligament complexity or level of simulated ligament 
wrapping.  
Ligament Model Complexity 
Posterior Laxity 
For all results, laxity is calculated as the absolute difference between the joint’s position 
during the laxity testing and the joint’s position during all points of neutral flexion. That 
is to say, these are comparisons of laxity values averaged over 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. 
The average posterior laxity through flexion for the Multi, Guess, and Single models 
were 4.9±2.5 mm, 4.6±2.6 mm, and 4.7±1.9 mm, respectively. Therefore, there is no 
clear indication that ligament model complexity affects posterior laxity in the knee joint. 
Figure 0-1 shows anterior-posterior (AP) kinematics for all three ligament models during 




Figure 0-1: AP kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 100 N force directed 
posteriorly against the tibia for three ligament models of increasing complexity from 
Single, to Guess, to Multi. Kinematics during neutral flexion are represented by 
solid vertical bars. Negative values denote positions where the tibia is shifted 
posteriorly relative to the reference pose, positive values denote a relative anterior 
position. 
Varus-Valgus Laxity 
Average varus laxities of 3.2±0.9°, 3.9±0.3°, and 4.7±0. 7° for Single, Guess, and Multi, 
respectively, show an increase in laxity with an increase in model complexity. However, 
average valgus laxities of 2.8±1.0°, 4.3±1.3°, 3.6±1.0° for the same indicate that ligament 
model complexity is not the only factor responsible for VV laxity.  Figure 0-2 shows a 
similar VV position during neutral flexion for all ligament models. It is also shown that 
varus laxity increases with increased model complexity. Note the outlying valgus motion 




Figure 0-2: VV kinematics during neutral flexion and with a positive or negative 8 
Nm torque applied to the femur for varus and valgus laxity tests, respectively. 
Results for three ligament models of increasing complexity from Single, to Guess, to 
Multi are shown. Kinematics during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical 
bars, valgus laxity resulted in negative VV position, and varus laxity results in a 
positive VV position. 
Internal-External Laxity 
Average joint laxity during internal laxity testing was 23.2±7.1°, 29.6±5.4°, and 
31.4±7.0° for the Single, Guess, and Multi models, respectively. Again, we see similar 
kinematics no matter the complexity of the ligament model. However, in Figure 0-3 
below it can be seen that IE position during neutral flexion varies heavily between 
models with simpler ligament models leading to a joint that is more internally rotated as 
the knee is flexed. Average external laxities were 22.3±6.3°, 18.7±5.4°, and 16.3±6.9° for 
the Single, Guess, and Multi models, respectively. For most points of flexion, external 





Figure 0-3: IE kinematics during neutral flexion and with a positive or negative 
4 Nm torque applied to the femur for internal and external laxity tests, respectively. 
Results for three ligament models of increasing complexity from Single, to Guess, to 
Multi are shown. IE position during neutral flexion is denoted by vertical bars for 
all three models. Positive values indicate external rotation of the tibia, negative 
values indicate internal rotation. 
 
Simulated Ligament Wrapping 
Multi Model Results 
Where laxity is calculated as the absolute difference between kinematics during neutral 
flexion and kinematics during a laxity test, the average AP laxities for the unwrapped, 
wrapped, and wrapped & compensated conditions were 4.9±2.6 mm, 4.2±3.0 mm, and 
4.9±2.5 mm, respectively. Figure 0-4 demonstrates that simulating wrapping without 
compensating the reference strain evidently restricts laxity, except at 90° of flexion when 
it has higher laxity. The wrapped & compensated model had lower average laxity than 
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the unwrapped model. However, with large standard deviations for each condition this 
study cannot show conclusively that one condition restricts AP laxity more than another. 
Figure 0-5 shows VV kinematics during varus and valgus laxity for all three ligament 
model conditions. Average varus laxity was 4.8±0.74°, 3.6±0.70°, and 4.1±0.6° for the 
unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated models, respectively. It is evident 
from both the figure and the averages that the unwrapped joint is the most lax, and the 
simple wrapped model has the tightest joint. Valgus laxities for the same were 3.7±1.1°, 
2.5±0.9°, and 3.8±0.9°. Again, we see that the wrapped model without compensation 
provides the tightest joint. However, this time it’s the wrapped and compensated model 
that has the highest laxity. When considering standard deviations and the fact that this is 
only one specimen, it is difficult to state conclusively that one model provides a joint that 
is more lax than another.  
In Figure 0-6 we see the IE kinematics during internal and external laxity tests. The 
average laxities during the internal laxity test were 31.3±6.9°. 26.2±5.4°, and 32.5±0.7°, 
for the unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated models, respectively. The 
average values during external laxity were 16.3±6.9°, 15.3±4.4°, and 13.1±4.5°. Once 
again, the wrapped and uncompensated model restricts movement due to applied forces 
the most. The most internally rotated position during neutral flexion occurs for the 




Figure 0-4: AP kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 100 N force directed 
posteriorly against the tibia with the Multi ligament model using three different wrapping 
conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics during 
neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote positions 
where the tibia is shifted posteriorly relative to the reference pose, positive values denote 




Figure 0-5: VV kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 8 Nm torque applied to 
simulate varus and valgus laxity to the Multi ligament model using three different 
wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote a 





Figure 0-6: IE kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 4 Nm torque applied to 
simulate internal and external laxity to the Multi ligament model using three different 
wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote an 
internally rotated tibial position and positive values show that the tibia was externally 
rotated with respect to the tibia. 
Guess Model Results 
The average posterior laxities for the unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated 
models were 5.31±2.04°, 4.51±2.94°, and 7.22±2.64°, respectively. Figure 0-7 below 
shows that the unwrapped model results in a more negative motion limit during early 
flexion, however, in deep flexion the posterior motion limits are similar between all 
models. The wrapped & compensated model has the highest joint laxity for all points of 
flexion due to an excessively anterior position during neutral flexion. The wrapped 
ligament model without compensation resulted in the tightest joint during posterior laxity 
testing. 
Average varus laxities during VV laxity testing were 4.09±0.82°, 3.38±0.77°, and 
3.09±0.79° for the unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated models, 
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respectively. The average valgus laxities for the same were 3.90±1.53°, 2.56±0.99°, and 
4.09±0.89°. In both cases the wrapped ligament model without compensation results in 
the most restrained joint during both varus and valgus laxity tests. Similar varus motion 
limits exist between the three models, but the unwrapped model ultimately has the 
highest laxity. That is to say, the unwrapped model restricts VV motion during neutral 
flexion. The wrapped model without compensation severely limits valgus movement as 
shown in Figure 0-8. The unwrapped model has a much greater valgus motion limit than 
the other two models during mid- to late-flexion, however the wrapped & compensated 
model still has a higher overall valgus laxity. 
Average internal laxities for the unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated 
models were 29.60±5.43°, 25.00±4.97°, and 21.42±4.93°, respectively. Average external 
laxities for the same were 18.74±5.37°, 16.03±4.14°, and 22.85±4.58°. The wrapped & 
compensated has the most internally rotated position during neutral flexion as well as 
similar internal and external laxities. For the other two models, internal laxity is far 
greater than external laxity. The internal and external motion limits are very similar 




Figure 0-7: AP kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 100 N force directed 
posteriorly against the tibia with the Guess ligament model using three different wrapping 
conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics during 
neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote positions 
where the tibia is shifted posteriorly relative to the reference pose, positive values denote 




Figure 0-8: VV kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 8 Nm torque applied to 
simulate varus and valgus laxity to the Guess ligament model using three different 
wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote a 





Figure 0-9: IE kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 4 Nm torque applied to 
simulate internal and external laxity to the Guess ligament model using three different 
wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote an 
internally rotated tibial position and positive values show that the tibia was externally 
rotated with respect to the tibia. 
Single Model Results 
Average posterior laxities were 6.15±1.90°, 6.44±2.50°, and 4.37±2.76° for the 
unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated models, respectively. The wrapped & 
compensated model displays a much lower average laxity than the other two models. This 
is an effect of having a far more posterior position during neutral flexion, which can be 
seen in Figure 0-10. The wrapped model without compensation had a more anterior 
position during neutral flexion, leading it to have the greatest overall laxity despite 
having the lowest posterior motion limit at most points of flexion. Posterior motion limits 
during late flexion were very similar between all ligament models. 
After testing VV laxities, the average varus laxities for the unwrapped, wrapped, and 
wrapped & compensated models were 3.20±0.78°, 2.38±0.85°, and 3.46±0.67°, 
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respectively. The average valgus laxities were 3.06±0.95°, 2.24±0.79°, and 2.58±0.75° 
for the same. The wrapped model without compensation is more varus during neutral 
flexion and has a far lower valgus motion limit which is shown in Figure 0-11. It also has 
the lowest average varus and valgus laxities. The unwrapped and wrapped & 
compensated models have similar kinematics during both the laxity tests and neutral 
flexion. 
Following IE laxity tests, the average recorded internal laxities for the unwrapped, 
wrapped, and wrapped & compensated models were 23.18±7.07°, 19.44±3.94°, and 
28.40±3.99°, respectively. Average external laxities for the same were 22.26±6.29°, 
19.04±3.27°, and 12.99±3.93°. From Figure 0-12 the wrapped & compensated model has 
a more neutral position during neutral flexion, whereas the other two models are far more 
internally rotated. The unwrapped model has greater internal motions limits during early 
flexion, but motion limits are similar at other flexion angles. The external motion limits 
are similar between all three models.  
 
Figure 0-10: AP kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 100 N force directed 
posteriorly against the tibia with the Single ligament model using three different 
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wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote 
positions where the tibia is shifted posteriorly relative to the reference pose, positive 
values denote a relative anterior position. 
 
Figure 0-11: VV kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 8 Nm torque applied to 
simulate varus and valgus laxity to the Guess ligament model using three different 
wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote a 





Figure 0-12: IE kinematics during neutral flexion and with a 4 Nm torque applied to 
simulate internal and external laxity to the Guess ligament model using three different 
wrapping conditions: unwrapped, wrapped, and wrapped & compensated. Kinematics 
during neutral flexion are represented by solid vertical bars. Negative values denote an 
internally rotated tibial position and positive values show that the tibia was externally 
rotated with respect to the tibia. 
Ligament Model Complexity Comparison 
Overall, we saw similar behaviour between the three levels of ligament model 
complexity: Multi, Guess, and Single. However, the AP kinematics during neutral flexion 
did vary. For the Multi model, none of the ligament models had anterior (+) AP positions 
during mid-flexion. The wrapped and unwrapped conditions for the Single model, and the 
wrapped & compensated conditions for the Guess model all had anterior AP positions 
during neutral flexion. Furthermore, the unwrapped condition for all complexity models 
during posterior laxity in extension led to a tibia being 4.09 mm, 15.55 mm, and 
22.95 mm lateral with respect to the femur for the Multi, Guess, and Single models 
respectively. This was reduced to less than 2 mm for all three complexity models with 
either the wrapped or wrapped & compensated conditions. VV laxity tests were similar 
between all three levels of complexity: similar varus motion limits, and the wrapped 
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condition producing a noticeably reduced valgus motion limit. For the Guess model, the 
ligament condition which gave the most varus position was the wrapped & compensated, 
whereas for the Multi and Single models it was the wrapped ligament condition. The 
motion limits during internal and external rotation were similar between complexity 
models: similar for all ligament conditions except the wrapped condition produced a 
tighter joint in the early flexion stages of internal laxity. For the Multi model, all ligament 
wrapping condition models had similarly neutral IE positions throughout flexion. With 
the Guess model, the wrapped & compensated condition resulted in a joint that was more 
internally rotated during neutral flexion. For the Single model, it was the wrapped and 
unwrapped conditions that had an internally rotated position throughout neutral flexion. 
Thus, the ligament complexity didn’t seem to have an effect on the kinematics of the 
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